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1I. Preliminary: The study of reinforced concrete columns
may he considered as beginning with the tests of A. considere, Who 
in 1902 reported on numerous tests of columns made from hooped ag­
gregate and concrete. Since that time many specimens have been 
tested both in this country and abroad. Much valuable information 
has been acquired concerning the strength and action of columns 
made from various mixes of concrete and reinforced with both lon­
gitudinal and spiral steel. There yet remains, however, a seri­
ous question as to the nature of the action of the aggregate, es­
pecially after the concrete has reached its ultimate crushing 
strength and the spiral reinforcement begins to act.
Tests have been made at the university of Illinois on plain 
and reinforced concrete columns at various times since 190 .
The tests herein reported rather carry out and elaborate upon "An 
.Investigation of Hooped Concrete Columns" by Julian Montgomery in
1915.
Practically no tests of hooped, loose aggregate have been 
made since the experiments of Considere but it was thought that a 
series of such tests would throw light on some of the questions 
concerning the action of concrete columns. With the intention of 
giving major consideration to the question of internal friction of 
the aggregate and the Study of the ratio of lateral to vertical 
pressures these tests were undertaken.
2. scone of Investigation: This series of tests includes
forty columns, eighteen of which were made of concrete and the rest 
of loose aggregate. Aside from the columns tested, some attempt 
was made to determine the angle of rerose or internal friction, of
2t'ne materials used as aggregate in the columns.
One series of tests was made on five distinct groups of con­
crete columns. The variables in these different groups were mix­
ture of concrete, percentage of reinforcement, and Kind of rein­
forcement. Per reinforcement, spiral hooping was used exclusive­
ly in all of the concrete columns as well as in the loose aggre­
gate columns. Some data were tahen on two of the concrete columns 
of different mixtures and percentages of reinforcement, with the 
idea of studying the effect of long-time loading. The tests of 
these two columns are indicative of the necessity for further in­
vestigation of the action of concrete columns under long-time con­
tinuous loading.
The series of loose aggregate columns is divided into nine 
groups. In each. group there were from one to three columns, most 
of the groups being of the latter number. Some preliminary tests 
were made using fine and coarse sand as aggregate but in most of 
the tests mixtures of sand with limestone or gravel were used. 
Variations in percentage of reinforcement and Kind of reinforce­
ment were used that parallel those variations in the concrete 
columns. One of the major questions to be investigated in the 
tests was that of the effect of the coefficient of internal fric­
tion of the aggregate and to this end tests were made using mix­
tures of gravel, sand, and powdered graphite or dry cement.
In practically all of the tests data were taKen up to final 
failure of the reinforcement in order that extensive stud.y of the 
action of the column above its yield point might be made. The 
question of the ratio of lateral to vertical pressures is given 
much consideration through-out the tests.
3Before the tests were finished it was thought advisable to
have a series of loose aggregate and concrete columns reinforced 
with high carbon steel which had been tempered as hard as possi­
ble. It was hoped that a steel with a yield point in the neigh­
borhood of 150 000 lb. per sq. in. or more could be used. Some 
steel was purchased for this purpose but upon test it proved to be 
even inferior to the cold drawn material both as regards ultimate 
and yield point. The steel spiral with the high yield point would 
have permitted of a more accurate determination of the ratio h, 
at high loads in the case of the concrete columns would probably 
have allowed the crushed concrete to lose mere of its cohesive 
qualities.
3. Acloiowledgkment: The series of tests herein given
was made under the auspices of the Engineering Experiment Station, 
University of Illinois, in the Labcratorjr of Applied Mechanics. 
Special achncwledg&ment is made to Prof. A. M. Talbot, Professor 
of K. & S. E. and in charge of the Department of Theoretical and 
Applied Mechanics, Universit}'- of Illinois, for his general super­
vision, advice, aid interpretation of results obtained. Prof. ¥.
A. Slater gave much help in discussing the theory of column action 
and in the interpretation of results. Mr. H. E. Gonnerman, Eirst 
Assistant in the Engineering Experiment Station, rendered valuable 
assistance in the fabrication of the test specimens. ifuch cred­
it is due to Mr. I. J. larson, Research Eellow in the Engineering 
Experiment station, for his helpful aid in connection with the 
tests and advice in the reduction of data. Mr. B. Peninshy, Re­
search Eellow in the Engineering 'Station, aLsc assisted 
in the mahlng of specimens and talcing of data.______________________
ih. Theoretical Discussion: Through-out the discussion
that follows the notation given below will he used, 
dc" center to center diameter of spiral, 
dj_- inside to inside diameter of spiral, 
d.0- outside to outside diameter of spiral, 
do- diameter of suiral wire,ij«- —• * ■
h - pitch of spiral,
1 - length of column,
p . |-  vertical unit-pressure on column,
p p- lateral unit-pressure in column,
Vj[- volume of column using diameter d j_,
V0= volume of column using diameter d0,
Vo- volume of spiral in the column,
q - amount of spiral in percentage of the volume of the column, 
fo- unit-stress in the steel spiral, 
f>,- unit-stress in the brass spiral,
k - ratio of lateral to longitudinal unit pressures or ?2/?l» 
m - Poisson's ratio, 
tt -
n - ratio of the modulus of elasticity of steel to that of 
concrete - Es/ Ec ,
$ - angle of internal friction of the material,
- arc sine ug - -p2
Pi + P2 ’ .
fc= ultimate unit-strength of the concrete in a plain cylinder
5If we consider that the enclosing spiral of a column is sim- 
i-liar to a thin shell of metal and that the lateral pressure it 
resists he similiar to liquid pressure, it follows from a well 
known formula of mechanics for stresses in thin cylinders under 
liquid pressure that the lateral unit-pressure is equal to one- 
half the percentage of restraining metal or shell into the unit-
stress in the metal. That is,
P2U ........2
The volume of the spiral is,
Vsn IT2 1 - l c  - • - 
h
(a'
(h).
and the volume of the column using the inside to inside of spiral 
diameter is, r* ■-
V 1 — 7T d ? 1 ................ Cc ).
. 1----  t —
and using the out to out diameter of the spiral,
V0n ................ CD.
The ratio of the aiount of spiral to the volume of the column 
Is,
-! *
t] q - V fl/ Vj - IT fliJlc...... C e ),
h df
■ q zVs/ V0 - TT d,| ,dc ...... CD.
h %  .
The. vertical unit-stress p^ should he computed using the di­
ameter used in computing the volume of the column. Per determin­
ing the value of the ratio k - p2/ Pi, it does not matter \tiether 
the effective diameter of the column he ts.ken from center to cen­
ter, inside to inside, or out to out of spiral, as long as the 
same diameter is used in computing the vertical unit-pressure as
6is used in computing the volume of the column. Another form for 
the formula for the ratio k, is,
k - Q ts Q?o fp  (g ) •2 Pi 2pi
The formula for the angle of internal friction f is given hy
Ketchum x as,
(J) - arc sine m  - U g....... (h)
Pi + P2
Ketchum also gives the ratio of the lateral to the vertical unit-
ores sure as, 3€5€
Pi
1 - sine <f). ....... (i )
1 + sine
It can he shown theoretically that for concrete columns the 
additional vertical unit-stress due to spiral, reinforcement and 
the unit-stress in the spiral will he given hy the two formulas,
fc- fc (1+ — M L — ,__).....(j >C nq( l-2m ^ +2 )
and f s- 2mnfn ............ (k )
nqjl-2ml?2
respectively. * These formulas apply only until the yield point 
of the column has been reached.
Considere has given for the ultimate strength of spirally re­
inforced columns the empirical formula:
Pi- fc Af 2 * J^ e ~A ............(1 )
where fe is the yield point strength of the steel and A the area 
of the column.___ still another formula was given hy Considers in
x "Walls, Bins and Grain Elevators," By Ketchum. 1st Edition,
page .
3G£ do. do. page 17.
* "Materials of Construction", hy Johnsan.
7accordance with the instructions issued hv the Minister of Public 
worKs of Prance, as
plz 1 .5fc+5lOOq -t- 2^ 00p --- Cm),
Where p is the percentage of longitudinal reinforcement.
Professor Talbot has given for the ultimate strength of spir­
ally reinforced columns the empirical formula 
Pin .................. ( n)
where c is a coefficient for the hooping and i is the percentage 
of reinforcement with the volume of the column based on the core 
within the spiral reinforcement. Values of c ranging from 60 000 
to 160 000 as determined from tests have been given.
-II-
3IATERIALS, SEECIKEIT3, AltD METHODS
017 TESTING
91^ Materials: The materials use! in making the specimens
for this series of tests while not all obtained in the open market 
are representative of materials so obtained and are entirely compar­
able to materials used in first class construction.
Cement: The Universal Portland cement used in the concrete
columns and in the loose aggregate columns fulfilled the require­
ments of the American Society of civil Engineers' specifications.
A table showing the tensile strength of neat and of 1:3 mortar 
briquettes is given below. Each value is the average of five tests.
TABXE I.
Sample Tensile Strength in T'Finds per Square Inch.
ITO • 7 days. 28 days.
1:3 mortar. 1:3 mortar •
St andard Attic a standard Attica
Feat. Sand. Sand. IT eat. Said. Sand.
1 56b " 793
2 64-0 636
3 592 242 326 735 355 476
It 630 223 379 780 272 • 537
5 654 234 271 317 437
6 233 343 317 463
7 • 230 332 ■ ■■312.. 416
Average 615 232; _ _ _ J5L 318 465
Sand: The sand used was from pits at Attica, Ind. and is
the same as has been used for a number of years past in the Engin­
eering Experiment station. A sieve analysis of the sand is given 
below. Values given are the averages of five tests.
10
TABLE II.
Sample 
2TO *
Percentage -passing sieve number.
__3 4- 8 14 28 48 100 Pan
1 99.5 97.0 73.7 If 2.2 17 75 578“ 2.7 0
2 99.*!- 96.4- 76.1 4-8.2 22.0 9.2 4.0 0
3 99.6 97-1 76.5 ^7-5 22.3 10.5 5.0 0
4 9 8.8 96.8 75*2 !f5*7 19.8 8.0 3-8 0
5 95«7 93.3 71.6 4-3.3 18.7 6.1 0.2 0
6 99.2 90.7 53-^ 29.4- 10.6 4.8 1.8 nKJ
7 97-9 94.2 67.7 37.7 14.2 4.4 1.1 0
8 98.0 95.1 71.5 lif) “7 16.7 6.2 1.8 0
9 98.1 95.2 73.0 44.0 18.7 7-5 3.1 0
10 .99. ..5. _ 97.1 79.0 h 4-. 3 19.3 7.9 2.4 0
Average 99.6 95.3 71. 4 4-2.3 18.0 7.1 2.6 0
The sizes of
4
the sieve openings are as follows:
TABLE III.
Sieve no. 0-pening.
3 r>V .2630 in.
4 0 .1850 "
8 0.0930 «
14 0.0460 »
28 0 .023 2 "
48 0.0116 "
IOC nV.0058 "
C-ravel: Washed gravel from Elgin, 111., was used both
for the concrete and loose aggregate columns. The gravel would
all pass; through a f in. screen and be retained on a no. 4 screen.
A table of the sieve analysis of the gravel is given below:
TABLE IV.
Sample Percentage -passing Sieve.
UO. 1 in.___ f in. . -1; in. -1 in. no. 3 no. 4 Pan
1 loo.d 100.0 73 .3 40.5 15.0 6.4 0
2 100.0 98.5 76 .7 37.9 13-5 4.9 0
3 100.0 100.0 68 .1 32:.5 9-7 3.0 n
i 100.0 98.0 69 .7 29.6 7.0 0.4 0
-5~ . ^ JJXLSL 100.0 72, 7.2 13.3 4.5 0Average 100.0 99.3 72 ___ ________ 11.-7.. -..-JLsl 0
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L inestone: The limestone used in the loose aggregate columns
was from Manicalcee, 111. It was screened to pass a f. in. screen 
and he retained on a Ho. screen. The sieve analysis of the 
limestone is given in the table below.
TABLE V.
Sample " "percent age" passing sieve number.
HO. f in. in. •tin. HO. 5 Ho. zm.
I 100.0 83*3 58.2 2h.9 8 . 0 0
II 00,6 85*3 53.6 26.3 10.2 0
III 100.0 8 6 .5 57.0 27.0 _ %3l_ 0
Average 99.9 8 5.2 55.3 ‘V . i ' 9.2 0
Size of screen:0.7^2 .. 0,311____ 0.2S3 0.185
Graphite: The graphite used in the loose aggregate columns
was Dixon’s Plaice Graphite Ho. 2. It was found to serve very 
satisfactorily..
Steel: The steel wire used was cold-drawn bright Bessemer
steel wire. The elastic limit ranged from 50 000 to 60 000 lb. 
per sq.. in. and the ultimate strength from 90 000 to 110 000 lb. 
per sq.. in. Some of the steel used in the first part of the 
series of tests was part of the lot of steel intended for Mr. 
Montgomery’s tests in 191^ and 1915. The new steel that was 
used compared very well with the old steel in every respect.
Specimens or coupons were cut from the coils of wire and from 
some of the spirals. These were straightened as much as possible 
with a hammer on an anvil then tested in a 10 000 lb. Riehle wire 
testing machine. A Ewing extensometer with an eight-inch gage 
length was used in talcing the deformations. After a deformation of 
about 0.07 in. had been reached the extensometer was removed and 
further readings talcen with a steel scale. While the readings
12
with the extensometer ga.ve smooth curves the moduli obtained from 
the curves are considerably lower than the generally accepted value 
of 30 000 000 lb. per sq.. in. For this reason it was thought 
best to draw corrected curves having initial moduli of 30 000 000
• 1
lb. per sq.. in. and values for the curves beyond the yield points, 
proportional to the moduli. Summary curves of the steel tests are 
found on pages 79 to 80 . The yield-points were obtained by 
Johnson’s x method. It was thought that the low moduli were due 
to defects caused by straightening of the wire. The need of Know­
ing at least approximately the stresses corresponding to the given 
deformations beyond the yield point necessitated talcing the ex­
tensive readings beyond the yield point and giving the corrected 
curves. .
Brass: The brass wire used was cold drawn aid compared fa­
vorably to mild steel for strength. The material had a varying 
modulus of elasticity so the stresses indicated by the deformations 
were taken directly from-the summary curves. The summary curves 
are shown on page 81.
2. Specimens: Previous to the tests herein given little
or no information ether than the work by Considere was available 
as a foundation on which to base further tests. There was still 
less information on suitable methods of making test specimens for 
obtaining measurements on hooped loose aggregate Estimates by 
engineers as to the probable unit-load a hooped-column would car­
ry ranged all the way from 150 lb. to 1000 lb. per sq.. in. There 
was also much doubt as to what site or sizes of aggregate to use.
_____With the above information to start "n a test specimen 30 In.
x Johnson's “Materials of Construction," £ th Edition page IS.
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long and 6In. in diameter was made using about 5$ of spiral 
steel for reinforcement. An old cement saclc was used to keep 
t'ne loose aggregate from coming out between the spirals. The 
special, hearing blocks used throughout the series of tests were 
available at this time and did much to make the test a success.
The aggregate used at first was washed sand screened to pass a 
iTo. h sieve. In the next tests a mixture of sand and gravel up 
to f in. is size was used. Following this some repetitive load­
ing tests on the mixture of gravel and sand were made. It was 
then decided to determine the densest mixture of the sand and 
gravel available, and use this mixture in the tests to follow.
Tests of loose aggregate columns were made varying the per­
centage of spiral, the spiral metal and the hind of aggregate,
Also the effect of lubricating the loose aggregate and the effect 
of dry cement in the loose aggregate were determined.
Supplementary concrete specimens were made for direct com­
parison with the loose aggregate specimens. The concrete column 
series were of different mixes, different percentages of reinforce­
ment, and of two Kinds of metal reinforcement. in size both the 
loose aggregate and concrete specimens were the same.
It was intended to use three different percentages of steel 
reinforcement in the loose aggregate specimens but time did not 
permit of making and testing the columns with 1 .5$ reinforcement. 
For studying the effect of modulus of elasticity of the reinforc­
ing metal, columns were made using brass as reinforcement. These 
were made with only one percentage of reinforcement corresponding 
to one of the percentages of steel reinforcement.
Flake graphite was used for lubricating the loose aggregate 
and was found to give very satisfactory results. It has been
Ill
thought for some time that cement performs a lubricating function 
in the aggregate hut the tests showed very plainly that the action 
of dry cement at least, was exactly the opposite in effect.
loose aggregate columns made of crushed limestone similiar in 
size to the ©ravel used were tested to give information on the ag­
gregates of different hinds. The mixture of sand and limestone 
was made as nearly as possible the same as that of the sand and 
gravel and the percentage of steel reinfordement used was the 
sane as in the case of the gravel columns.
3. Forms: The forms for the concrete columns were, with
one exception, made from a section of standard 6-in. steel pipe,
30 in. long, cut longitudinally into fou'r equal sections. These 
four sections were held around the spiral by three steel bands 
which could be tightened by bolts. Small strips of wood were in­
serted between the sections when the size of the spiral required 
them for a good fit. In one instance it was thought possible to 
use two 6-in. cylinder forms end to end, of the required length. 
These did not give as good a specimen as the split forms sor were not 
used again.
For the loose aggregate columns special forms were made.
These consisted essentially of three suitable spacers for the 
spiral, held rigidly in position by two bands permanently attach­
ed to the spacers but so hinged as to permit of easily putting the 
form on or talcing it off of the column. See photograph on page 
210 . This spacer, or form, was found to T© quite adequate and 
gave excellent results. A different form of this type was neces­
sary for each pitch of spiral used. In the last one made the com­
ponent parts were welded together by an cxy-acetylene torch which
15
greatly increased the rigidity of the form.
Special hearing bloclcs were designed to hold the ends of the 
spiral and retain the loose aggregate. See Drawing 'Jo. 1 on page 
75 . These hearing hloclcs served well the purpose for Which they 
were intended through-out the tests.
Split forms were used for the plain concrete cylinders in all
cases.
'±1. Fabrication: no little part of the success of the
series of tests was due to the form of spacer used in fabrication 
of the specimens. The design finally worlced out by the writer 
is shown in the photograph on page 210. Much of the machine shop 
worh necessary in the jnalcing of the special apparatus used and 
all of the fabrication was done by the writer or under his direct 
supervision.
Two methods of setting up test specimens were used. In 
fabricating a concrete specimen the spiral was first placed in the 
proper spa,cer form and the spacers tightened securely about it.
The spirals were then laced together with broom,wire through-out 
the length of the column at three places approximately 120 degrees 
apart. See Drawing Ho. 3 page 76 and photograph page 210. The 
spiral was then cut to the proper length and the ends bent in to­
wards the center of the column. About three inches of the spiral 
ends thus bent in was found to give ample anchorage to the spiral 
and heep it from unwinding. Ho smaller pitch was used at or near 
the ends of the columns. After the spiral was laced the pacers 
were removed and the split forms put on and adjusted. Dong ends 
of the broom wire were brought over the ends of the xorm and do-wn 
the outside where they were either twisted together or tied to the
16
encircling "bands. These served to iceep the spiral in place dur­
ing the placing and setting of the concrete. The forms were 
thoroughly oiled inside before using and when set up were set on 
an oiled cast-iron bed plate.
The mixture of concrete most used was determined from sieve 
analysis mixing according to Puller's curve. The actual propor­
tioning was done by weight. The mixture from Puller's curve was 
slightly richer than a 1 :2:'+ mix. Other mixes used were 1 :1:2  
and 1 :3 :6 . These are the proportions by volume but the volumes 
of the materials were determined by weighing. All the concrete 
was machine mixed for + min. in a 7 cu. ft. motor driven Wonder 
mixer, but in some instances the concrete necessarily received 
some extra shoveling by hand. In every instance the concrete 
was rammed with a steel rod of small diameter until it seemed to 
be worked around the spirals well. The cylinders were also rammed 
to correspond to the columns. It was found that the ramming of 
the concrete gave very beneficial results. The actual weights of 
stone, gravel, sand and water used in the various columns are con­
tained in Table a  on page 236 .
After the concrete in the columns and cylinders had settled 
for about an hour the specimens were capped with neat cement and 
leveled off smooth by placing a piece of oiled paper then a piece 
of plate glass on them. Enough pressure was applied to molce the 
neat cement cap very thin and at the same time afford an even and 
sufficient bearing. In general two columns were poured a day. 
There were but two of the split forms available and two columns 
were all that could be conveniently tested in a day so this num­
ber of forms was ample.
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The auxiliary or control cylinders, one g in. try i in. and 
one 6 in. Toy 12 in., were made from t'ne same batch as fee column 
of t'ne corresponding number.
In fabricating one of t’ne loose aggregate specimens fee spiral 
to be used was placed in t'ne spacer form as in the case of a con­
crete column, but the spirals were not laced together. After the 
spiral had been cut to proper length a cement sack which had been 
ripoed open aid cut to suitable size, was placed within the spiral 
and one of the special heads or bearing blocks clamped in position. 
In clamping the bearing block in position the sack was pulled over 
the spiral end of the columns so as to be held between the block 
aid the wire. See Drawing iTo. 2 page 75 . The column was next
set up on the end with the attached bearing block and the column 
then filled with the aggregate to be used, care being taken to 
keep the sack held in its position. At first the columns was 
merely filled with the loose aggregate and no attempt made to com­
pact the material preliminary to the testing of the specimen.
It was found best later, however, to tamp the aggregate quite 
well as it was placed in the column a little at a time. This 
taraping was done with a half-inch steel bar of suitable length 
for easy manipulation and added much to the success of the tests.
As soon as the column spiral was filled the spacer form was remov­
ed and the top bearing block clamped in position. The specimen 
was then ready for the testing machine.
The materials for the loose aggregate columns were mixed by
hand in a shallow pan until the appearance of the mixture showed
a marked uniformity of color. in most instances the column was
made from the mixture Immediately after mixing.
________________ ______________________  ______ ___________ _ ________
The wire spirals for the columns were wound in the machine 
shop of the department. A wooden mandrel whose size was deter­
mined by actual test was used in winding the spirals. The wire 
was fed thru the tool post of the lathe while the tool post carriage 
was geared to give approximately the proper pitch to the wire.
In this way it was possi'ole to get an even tension on the wk*e and 
uniform spacing. When a sufficient number of turns had been wound 
for one column the wire was cut and a short bio cl: of wood used 
as a brake to iceep the wire from unwinding too forcibly. Other­
wise there was sufficient recoil to the wire to unwind the free 
end enough to increase the diameter of the spiral appreciably.
A different size of mandrel was necessary for each size and hind 
of wire.
5. storage of Concrete Specimens: The concrete specimens
were left standing where they were made for at least twenty-four 
hours after which the forms were removed and the specimens care­
fully carried into the special curing room in the Concrete Labora­
tory. Here they remained in a very moist atmosphere at about a 
constant temperature of T^to J6 degrees Fahrenheit, until the 
day before testing. The cylinders and the columns were removed 
from their forms at the same and were stored together.
Since the loose aggregate columns were generally tested im­
mediately after they were made the question of storage did not 
obtain. In one instance, that of the loose aggregate with dry 
cement the columns was left over night before testing and it was 
thought that possibly sufficient moisture in the sand to cause the 
cement to set. Further examination and test showed this not to 
be the ease.
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Preparation of Specimens for Testing: The day "before
the concrete columns were to he tested they were taken from the 
storage room, dryed out and the spiral exposed "by chipping the con­
crete for the gage holes. The gage lines were then laid off and 
the gage holes drilled with a portable electric drill. This form 
of drill greatly facilitated the maxing of good gage holes Which 
in turn contributed much to the uniformity of the gage readings.
A few of the concrete columns were bedded with plaster of 
Paris but most of them merely had a piece of building paper placed 
both under them and on top of them.
Por both the concrete columns and the aggregate columns all 
the strain gage readings were taken on the spiral. These com­
prised longitudinal and lateral or transverse gage lines. nee 
Drawing Ho. ^ page 77 for the layout of the gage lines.
The gage holes for the lateral gage lines on the loose ag­
gregate columns were all drilled with a sensitive drill press in 
the machine shop. The spiral was generally flattened slightly
with a file before marking and drilling the gage holes. It was
■ ■
found that very good gage holes could be made in this way, even 
with wire as small as gage He. 10, (0.1350 in. in diameter), and 
using as small as Ho. 60 drill. The longitudinal gage line holes 
were generally drilled after the columns was placed for testing, 
using a portable electric drill.
In the loose aggregate columns bent any considerable amount, 
say deflected laterally I-1/2 to 2 in., the load was removed and 
the column straightened with a heavy hammer. Apparently this 
did not affect the strength of the column.
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7. Apparatus: All of the loose aggregate and most of the
concrete columns were tested in t'ne 3°C 000-rb. Olsen testing ma­
chine in the Concrete Laboratory. Some of the concrete columns 
were so strong that they could not he brohen in the 300 000-lb. 
machine so were brohen in the 600 000 lh. Riehle testing machine.
The lateral gage line readings were tahen with a two-inch Berry 
strain gage (No. iggo, L. A. M . ), of the latest type. The in­
strument gave very good results through-out the series of tests.
For a standard bar a piece of invar steel set in a blech of oah 
was used. A standard bar was not used with this instrument but 
it was cheched with a steel scale quite often during the tests.
For tahing the longitudinal gage readings a special extensometer 
was made and used. This instrument was made from a Riehle 
extensometer and could be read to 0.01 in. It was found to worh
very well on the loose aggregate columns and on the concrete 
columns after the yield point of the columns had been reached.
A 20-'inch Berry instrument was also used on one .of the longitudin­
al gage lines until the range of the instrument was reached which 
generally extended beyond the yield-point of the columns.
Lateral deflections of the loose aggregate columns were measur­
ed with a straight edge or plumb line and a steel scale. consider­
ing the nature of the suechoens this method seemed accurate enough 
for £.1 purposes.
g . Testing: In some of the preliminary tests of loose
aggregate a spherical bearing blech was used. Later it was 
thought that the loose aggregate was of such a nature as to obviate 
the necessity of a spherical bearing blech so thereafter none was 
used and the results obtained seemed to warrant its omisaion. The
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columns were also easier to Keep straight When no spheical hearing 
blocK was used. The spherical hearing blocK was used on all of 
the concrete columns. .ifter a little load was applied the wedges
were set.
If the bottom of a concrete columns v/as thought to he too 
rough to give a good hearing the column was bedded in plaster of 
Paris on a cast-iron hearing plate. The tops of the columns 
were smooth enough in all cases sc that a piece of heavy building 
rarer was considered sufficient cushion between the column ana the 
hearing blech.
In all hut the first few of the loose aggregate tests an in­
itial lead of from 1000 to 5000 pounds was applied from three to 
five times before proceeding to higher loads. This served to 
compact.the gravel uniformly and helped much in Keeping the columns 
straight in the test. If the initial load caused considerable 
bending the columns were straight end by pounding with a hammer in 
a lateral direction, before application of higher loads. The 
holes for the longitudinal gage lines were generally drilled during 
one of the initial loadings since a slight load on the column 
held the column securely in place and thus made the drilling of 
the gage holes much easier. After the initial loadings the load, 
was taKen off and. the zero readings taKen on all gage lines. The 
loading with corresponding gage line readings was then carried on 
until failure tooK place.
Different rates of applying the loads were used and some data 
taKen relative to drop-off of lead. The maximum load indicated 
was taKen and recorded as the load on the column.
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Readings on one of the longitudinal gage lines on the con­
crete columns were taken with a twenty-inch Berry strain gage un­
til the limit of the instrument was reached. This was dene be­
cause the Riehle instrument only read to the nearest l/lOO in. 
Diameters of the columns were taken at top, riddle and bottom in 
two directions and the average of these talien as the diameter.
In some of the early tests of the loose aggregate not enough con­
sideration was given to the taking these measurements and this 
gives a slight error in some of the calculations. Care was giv­
en to the placing of the specimens in the machines so as to have 
them loaded concentrically and note was taken when they were not 
plumb. In some instance the recovery of the columns was measured 
and noted.
Dour special tests were made to determines the drop-off of 
load, shortening of the column, and variationjpf steel stresses un­
der duration of load. To aid in these tests a special type of 
extensometer permanently■attached through-out the duration of the 
test was used. .
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-III-
EXPERIMENTAL DATA AND DISCUSSION.
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1. Phenomena of Testa: The following extracts from notes
taken during the tests may aid in a better understanding of the data 
and results obtained. In some instances they might well enter into 
the final conclusions made.
a. Loose Aggregate Columns:
A few general observations that are applicable to all of the 
columns of loose aggregate can be given. An initial load of from 1000 
lb. to 5000 lb. applied a few times before beginning the regular load­
ing aided very much in maintaining a straight column thruout the test. 
Any straightening necessary can be done between the initial loadings. 
There is apparently a lag in the action of the aggregate that causes 
higher loads to be reached with a higher rate of speed of applying 
load and corresponding lower loads with lower rate of applying load. 
This action is not uniform, due no doubt to the non-homogeneous nature 
of the aggregate, but it caused slight fluctuations in the load as de­
noted by the action of the weighing beam. An indication of the crush­
ing of the aggregate is the distinct sound of crushing that is audible 
thruout the application of load and further proof of the lagging ac­
tion is the continuation of this crushing sound after a given load is 
reached.
Striking the column with the hand or piece of metal showed the 
period of vibration or pitch of the ring of the column, to increase as 
load was applied. This showed the great increase in density of the 
material within the column. Another indication of the lagging action 
of the column could be seen in the behavior of a column due to the re­
duction of its load from a rather high value to a lower value. If 
allowed to stand for a short while the load was observed to increase
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from the lower given load.
Moat of the column failures were very sudden and even explosive 
with 50 foto 95 % drop-off of load.
Column 16CB1.
An initial load of 5000 lb. was applied five times before taking 
the zero readings. At a load of 160 000 lb. the column had a deflec­
tion of 0.65 in. to the east at the center. At a load of 212 000 lb. 
the deflection was 0.80 in. to the east at the center. The spiral 
broke between gage lines 7 and 8. After the spiral broke the load 
dropped to 13 000 lb.
Column 16CB2.
An initial load of 5000 lb. was applied five times before taking 
the zero readings. At a load of 180 000 lb. the column had a deflec­
tion of 0.5 in. towards the northwest, 6 in. from the top. The spiral 
broke in the lower gage hole of gage line W. After the spiral broke 
the load dropped to 13 000 lb.
Column 16CC1.
Thi3 was one of the preliminary tests. No longitudinal gage lines 
were used but the spiral pitch was determined at three different times 
during the test by measuring with a steel scale over a number of spi­
ral spaces. There was no repeated initial load but the zero readings 
were taken after a load of 3400 lb. was on the column. Loading pro­
ceeded until 50 000 lb. had been put on the column after which the 
column was left in the machine with this load during the noon hour. 
After a set of strain gage readings loading was carried on to 150 000 
lb. The column deflected laterally into an S-shaped curve. The deflec­
tion at the bottom quarter point was 11/16 in. to the northeast and at
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the top quarter point the deflection was 5/8 in. to the southwest. 
These deflections were at a load of 100 000 lb. The movement of the 
spherical bearing block showed that there was some eccentricity of 
loading. Longitudinal deformations were measured but roughly with a 
carpenter’s folding rule so they are omitted from the data given here­
in. Additional gage lines were placed at the lower quarter point on 
the spiral but the readings from these showed no phenomena that the 
other gage lines showed, worthy of note, so they were omitted in the 
final data and the use of similar gage lines on the other columns dis­
continued. Loading of the column was not continued until the spiral 
broke.
Column 16CD1.
Initial load of 4000 lb. was applied four times during which time 
the column was straightened with a hammer when necessary. The column 
had a lateral deflection of 0.82 in. to the west and 0.21 in. to the 
south at the center under a load of 50 000 lb. Load was applied on two 
successive days being carried to 50 000 lb. the first and 80 000 lb. 
the second day.
Column 16CD2.
Initial load of 5000 lb. wa3 applied then zero readings were 
taken. Lateral deflection was less than 0.5 in. thruout the test. Load 
dropped from 206 800 lb. to 107 000 lb. after spiral broke. Lateral de­
flections were measured along this column on two sides at right angles 
to each other by setting a carpenter's steel square on the table of 
the testing machine and then measuring the distance at the various 
points from the square to the column with a steel scale.
Column 16CF1.
Column showed considerable lateral deflection but not until the
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last few loads. The spiral broke about one-third of the length of the 
column from the top on the south side. The spiral necked in three 
other places close to the fracture as can be seen in photograph on 
page
Column 16CF2.
Initial load of 5000 lb. was applied five times before zero read­
ings were taken. At a load of 70 000 lb. the lateral deflection was 
0.4 in. at the center. The spiral broke at the end of gage line 1, and 
necked at ends of gage lines 9, 10, and 2.
Column 16CF3*
Initial load of 5000 lb. was applied five times before zero read­
ings were taken. Lateral deflection less than 0.4 in.
Column 16CE1. .
Column deflected to the north about 0.9 in. and to the west about 
0.25 in. at a load of 120 000 lb. The spiral broke between gage lines 
10 and 11.
Column 16CE2.
Initial load of 5000 lb. was applied four times before zero read­
ings were taken. Column deflected 0.35 in. to the southwest at a load 
of 12 000 lb. Spiral showed signs of failure at a load of 120 0001b. 
at gage holes on the east side. Spiral broke at the end of gage line 
3 and necked at the ends of gage lines 2 and 11.
Column 16CE3.
Initial load of 5000 lb. was applied five times before zero read­
ings were taken. Gage line 1 was below center on the north side, that 
is, the column was just upside down with respect to the general way of 
testing. Lateral deflection at a load of 70 000 lb. was 0.5 in. to the 
north, 6 in. from the top. At the center the deflection was 0.25 in. to
________________________ ______
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the west. That is, the column had a spiral-shaped deflection. The spi­
ral broke at the end of gage line 11. Pinal deflections after load was 
removed were taken showing 1 in. deflection to the north 6 in. from 
the top and 0.75 in. to the west at the center. Lead dropped to 3500 
lb. after spiral broke.
Column 16CK1.
Initial load of 2000 lb. was applied five times before taking 
zero readings. Column deflected 0.75 in. to the west about one-third 
of the height below the top at a load of 50 000 lb. The load was re­
leased and the column straightened at a load of 50 000 lb. Spiral 
broke at the south end of gage line 2.
Column 16CK2.
Initial load of 5000 lb. was applied five times before taking the 
zero readings. Column deflected 1in. to the northeast about one foot 
from the top at a load of 180 000 lb. The load on the column was re­
leased after 40 000 lb. had been applied and the column straightened. 
Spiral broke between gage lines 5 and 6.
Column 16CL1.
Initial load of 5000 lb. was applied five times before zero read­
ings were taken. Column was deflected 1.2 in. at the center to the 
northeast at a load of 60 000 lb. The load was released and the col­
umn straightened after a load of 60 000 lb. When a load of 130 000 lb. 
was reached no additional load was applied for about an hour and a 
half. Readings on the column were taken both at the beginning and end 
of this period. Spiral broke between gage lines 7 and 8. Column failed 
much more explosively than was customary with the gravel columns.
Column 16CL2.
Initial load of 5000 lb. was applied six times before taking the •
_________  J
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zero readings. At a load of 60 000 lb. the column deflected 0.75 in. 
to the northeast, at 100 000 lb. 1.4 in. to the northeast., and at 
114 000 lb. 2 in. to the northeast. After this the load was released 
and the column straightened. Loading was then resumed until a maximum 
load of 134 900 lb. was reached. Failure did not occur at maximum load 
but at 129 200 lb. load, after which the load dropped to 4000 lb.
Column 16CL3*
Initial load of 5000 lb. was applied five times before taking the zero 
readings. At a load of 130 000 lb. the column deflected 1.25 in. to 
the east and 0.9 in. to the north at the center. The spiral broke in 
the sixth spiral from the top on the east side. Necking occurred in 
the spiral directly above the fractured, spiral. Necking also occurred 
between gage lines 6 and 7 and 7 and 8.
Column 16 CN1.
(See column 16CD1.)
Column 16CN2.
This was the first column to be tested which was made. Initial 
load of 5000 lb. applied six times before taking zero readings. Deflec 
tions of 0.7 in. to the north and 0.3 in. to the west were observed at 
a load of 70 000 lb. Readings were taken at various times as the load 
was decreased until it was removed entirely and the column straight­
ened. Load was then applied until failure of the column. Deflection at 
a load of 120 000 lb. was 0.2 in. to the south and 0.55 in. to the 
west. The spiral broke at the end of gage line 1 and necked between 
gage lines 10 and 11, after which the load dropped to 74 000 lb.
Column 16CP1.
Initial load of 5000 lb. was applied seven times before zero read­
ings were taken. The column was tested upside down so that gage line
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1 would be on the north side below the main series of gage lines. 
Rupture of these columns came without the characteristic necking of 
the reinforcing material and was quite explosive. Not much lateral de­
flection in the column. Fracture of the spiral was in one of the gage 
holes at the middle of the column. Load dropped to 1300 lb. after 
spiral broke.
Column 16CP2.
Initial load of 2000 lb. applied five times before zero readings 
were taken. Column was tested in the same way as 16CP1, with gage line 
1 on the north and below the center of the column. Lateral deflection 
was less than 0.5 in. Fracture of the spiral was similar to that in 
16CP1 .
Column 16CP3.
Initial load of 2000 lb. was applied four times before zero read­
ings were taken. Column deflected 1 in. to the east at the center at 
a load of 40 000 lb. Spiral broke between gage lines 7 and 8.
b. Concrete columns: The gage line lay-out for the con­
crete columns is similar to that of the loose aggregate columns except 
that most of the concrete columns have one additional gage line (No.12 
adjoining gage line It. Longitudinal deformations on the east gage lir* 
E, were taken with a Berry strain gage in order to obtain more accurac; 
in the early stages of the tests. The wedges of the spherical bearing 
block were set after the first movement of load when the columns were 
tested in the 300 000 lb. testing machine but no wedges were used in 
the testing of the columns in the 600 000 lb. machine.
Column 16Ca 1.
Gage holes were drilled with a No. 54 drill. The top of the col-
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umn leaned 0.4 in. to the west. At a load of 10 000 lb. a crack was 
observed along spiral on the west side at the center. The column be­
gan to spall at the load of 120 000 lb. especially in the upper half 
of the column. Slight scaling of the steel at the gage holes at a load 
of 180 000 lb. The load was applied for some time after the maximum 
was reached before the spiral broke. The spiral broke at the end of 
gage line 1 and necking of the spiral occurred 1/4 in. from the top 
gage hole of gage line E. Also necking occurred in the two spiral 
directly below and the one directly above the one with the top gage 
hole of gage line E.
Column 16CA2.
Gage holes were drilled with a No. 54 drill. The top of the col­
umn leaned 0.4 in. to the east and 0.2 in. to the north. Load was ap­
plied until the limit of the testing machine (300 000 lb.) was reached 
then the column was put into the larger (600 000 lb.) machine and load­
ed to failure. The spiral broke in the top gage hole of gage line W 
at a load of 326 000 lb. Necking of the spiral occurred in the second 
spiral above and in the second spiral below the broken one on the 
north side. The maximum load was 346 000 lb. and after the spiral 
broke the load dropped to 213 000 lb.
Column 16CA3
Gage holes were drilled with a No.54 drill. Gage line 1 was on 
the north side above the middle of the column. Spalling of the con­
crete began at a load of 190 000 lb. Spiral broke in the fifth and 
seventhjturns from the top of the column. Bad necking in the spiral 
occurred in the third, fourth, sixth, eigth, and ninth spiral from the 
top of the column. Some necking in the tenth spiral from the top. The 
break and necking of the spiral was on the northeast side of the colum
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The concrete showed considerable crushing 3 in. from the top in a 
nearly horizontal plane.
Column 16CA4.
Gage holes were drilled with a No.34 drill. Gage line 1 was on 
the east side and 2 on the south. Column leaned 0.2 in. to the south 
and 0.2 in. to the east. Spalling began on the east side at the center 
at a load of 150 000 lb. Spiral broke in the top gage hole of gage 
line E and also in the topmost turn on the south side 1/4 in. from an­
choring hook of spiral. Decided necking of spiral in the sixth and 
seventh turns from the top on the south side. The concrete shows crush­
ing in a nearly horizontal plane 7 to 8 in. from the top of the column,
Column 16CH1.
Gage holes were drilled with a No. 54 drill. Gage line 1 on the 
north side above center and gage line 2 on the east. Column v/as plumb. 
Small cracks over the spiral at the top of the column at a load of 
120 000 lb. General spalling and flaking of concrete occurred at a 
load of 200 000 lb. Spiral was mostly uncovered at a load of 230 000 
lb. Load was applied continuously up to 300 000 lb. where it held 
steady for some time. Readings were taken and more load applied until 
the maximum of 301 200 lb. was reached after which the load fell off 
gradually until the spiral broke at a load of 242 600 lb. The spiral 
broke on the east side twelve turns from the top of the column. The 
column failed on a diagonal plane inclined in an east-v/est direction 
at an angle of about 45 degrees. Necking of the spiral occurred where 
this plane of rupture intersected the spiral, and crushing of the con­
crete was apparent in the plane. The positions where necking of the 
spiral occurred seemed to be uninfluenced by the nearness of gage hole 3 
in most instances.
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Column 16CH2.
Gage holes were drilled with a No. 54 drill. Gage line 1 was on 
the north side above the center. At a load of 270 000 lb. the concrete 
spalled off at the center on the south side. Column was loaded to 
308 000 lb., then removed from the 300 000 lb. machine and the testing 
resumed in the 600 000 lb. machine. Loading in the large machine was 
with a sperical bearing block but without wedges set. First failure of 
the spiral was in the second turn below gage lines on the south side. 
This break occurred at a load of 331 000 lb. Loading was continued un­
til shear failure occurred about 11 in. from the bottom of column in a 
plane making an angle of about 60 degrees with the horizontal. The 
spiral fractured simultaneously in five places along this shear plane 
and where actual fracture did not occur, necking was found in the spi­
ral where the shear plane intersected it. Breaks in the spiral and 
necking of the spiral generally occurred irrespective of the gage hole
Column 16CH3.
Gage holes were drilled with a No. 54 drill. Gage line 1 v/as on 
the north side above the center. The top of the column leaned 0.20 in. 
to the east. Spalling began at 210 000 lb. load and extended from the 
lower quarter point to the center. Spalling began in the upper quarter 
on the northwest side at a load of 240 000 lb. No wedges were used 
with the spherical bearing block when finishing the testing of the 
column in the larger machine. Excessive crushing of the concrete at 
the top of the column at a load of 363 500 lb. caused an investigation 
which showed the cast-iron bearing plate (1-1/8 in. thick) to be frac­
tured in many places and the concrete column was gradually pushing it 
up in the hole in the spherical bearing block. Load was released and
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a new plate of nickle steel put on the column. Loading was then car­
ried to failure of the spiral at a load of 302 000 lb. The spiral 
broke in the third turn from the top on the, north side. Necking of the 
spiral occurred above and below the break. Excessive crushing and 
splitting of the concrete occurred 2 in. below the top due to the ac­
tion of the broken bearing plate.
Column 16CH4.
Gage holes were drilled with a No. 54 drill. Gage line 1 was on 
the south side above the center. Spalling began on the east side at 
the center at a load of 199 000 lb. Spiral broke at the end of gage 
line 2 at a load of 363 000 lb. after which the load dropped to 
165 000 lb. Further loading caused the spiral to break between gage 
lines 4 and 5.
Column 16CJ1.
Gage holes were drilled with a No. 54 drill. Gage line 1 was on 
the south side above the center. Top of column leaned 0.7 in. to the 
north. Spalling of the concrete began at a load of 100 000 lb. Spiral 
broke in the top gage hole of gage line S at a load of 270 000 lb. 
after which the load fell to 132 000 lb. There was considerable crush­
ing of the concrete between the spirals.
Column 16CJ2.
Gage holes were drilled with a No.54 drill. Slight spalling of 
the concrete was observed at a load of 100 000 lb. and extensive spall 
ing at a load of 125 000 lb. Many voids were found in the concrete due 
to improper ramming. Spiral broke in the top gage hole of gage line W 
at a load of 307 600 lb. after which the load fell to 247 000 lb.
Column 16CJ3.
Gage holes were drilled with a No. 54 drill. Gage holes were very
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poorly drilled. Gage line 1 was on the south above the center. Top of 
column leaned 0.2 in. to the west and 0.1 in. to the south. Loading 
was discontinued at a load of 150 000 lb. for 6 1/2 hours in order to 
take time-effect measurements. Loading then was resumed until a load 
of 250 000 lb. was reached. Further time-effect measurements were then 
taken and the column with load on was allowed to stand over night,afte 
after which loading was continued until failure. Spiral broke at the 
end of gage line 1. Considerable crushing of the concrete was found 
between the spirals. Horizontal crushing plane at the center of the 
column. After spiral broke the load dropped to 186 200 lb.
Column 16CJ4.
Gage holes were drilled with a No.54 drill. Gage line 1 was on 
the south side above center. Top of column leaned 0.15 in. to the east 
and 0.4 in. to the north. Spalling began at a load of 70 000 lb. Spi­
ral broke at a load of 258 000 lb. after which the load dropped to 
139 000 lb. Spiral broke in top gage hole of gage line E. Column de­
flected into a spiral shaped curve. Extensive crushing of the concrete 
between the spirals. .
Column 16CQ1.
Gage holes were drilled with a No.58 drill. Spiral was very poor­
ly placed in the column. Top of column leaned 0.1 in. to the south and 
0.35 in. to the west. Gage line 1 was on the south side above center. 
Cracking over spiral was found at a load of 120 000 lb. General spall­
ing began at a load of 140 000 lb. Spiral broke at a load of 189 400 
lb. in gage hole between gage lines No. 9 and No. 10, after which the 
load dropped to 135 000 lb. Second fracture of the spiral at a load of 
44 300 lb. directly above the first break. Considerable crushing of 
concrete about 16 in. from the top of the column, in a plane making an
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angle of 30 degrees with the horizontal.
Column 16CQ2.
Gage holes were drilled with a No.58 drill. Gage line 1 was on 
the south side above the center. Top of column leaned 0.15 in. to the 
west. Began to spall at the bottom on the southwest and general crack­
ing over spiral at a load of 140 000 lb. Spiral broke in top gage hole 
of gage line N at a load of 212 800 lb. after which the load fell to 
166 600 lb. Column failed quite explosively. Extensive crushing of the 
concrete in a horizontal plane about 8 in. from the top.
Column 16CQ3.
Gage holes were drilled with a No. 58 drill. Gage line 1 was on 
the south side above the center. Top of column leaned 0.2 in. to the 
east and 0.1 in. to the north. Cracking over spiral at a load of 
177 000 lb. Slight spalling at a load of 185 000 lb. and general spall 
ing at 210 000 lb. Spiral broke in top gage hole of gage line E at a 
load of 220 000 lb. The gage hole was drilled about four-fifths of the 
way thru the spiral thus cutting down the effective cross-sectional 
area of the wire. As load was reapplied after taking readings at a 
load of 220 000 lb., the load rose from 188 400 lb. to 220 000 lb. 
again. It remained here a few seconds then began to fall off the spi­
ral snapped at several places near the middle of the column at a load 
of 215 300 lb. Spiral slipped gradually at point of first break. Ex­
tensive crushing of the concrete in a horizontal plane at the center 
of the column.
Column 16CR1.
Gage lines 1, 2, 10, 11, half of 3 and half of 9 were drilled 
with a No. 53 drill, and all others with a No.54 drill. Top of column 
leaned 0.1 in. to the east. Cracking over spiral on the north side at
= = = = = = = ====^===*===^ ...... . - ------------------------- ---------- ----------
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the center at a load of 140 000 lb. Concrete began to spall at a load 
of 160 000 lb. Column failed by shear on a 45 degree plane inclined 
from the southeast to the northwest. Spiral broke in six places and 
necked in many others along the intersection of the shear plane with 
the spiral. Concrete crushed considerably in the shear plane which was 
about 10 in. from the top of the column.
Gage holes were drilled with a No. 58 drill. Gage line 1 was on 
the south side above center. Top of the column leaned 0.2 in. to the 
south. Concrete began to spall at a load of 160 000 lb. Slight necking 
of steel at gage holes at a load of 202 500 lb. Load reached a mzimum 
then fell off until the spiral broke at a load of 189 500 lb. Further 
application of the load caused the spiral to break in a number of 
other places and the column showed a shear failure about 10 in. from 
the bottom. Spirals broke with a loud report.
Gage holes were drilled with a No . 58 drill. Gage line 1 was on 
the south side above the center. Top of column leaned 0.4 in. to the 
north and 0.4 in. to the west. Column loaded to 50 000 lb. then time- 
effect measurements were taken and the column was allowed to stand 
under load for four and a half hours. More load was then applied until 
180 000 lb. was reached when more time-effect measurements were taken. 
After standing with load over night the column was loaded to failure. 
Spiral broke in top hole of gage line E. Considerable crushing of the 
concrete took place at point of spiral fracture.
2. Method of Reduction of Observed Data: The standard method
of reducing data that has been adopted by the Engineering Experiment 
Station was used in reducing the strain gage readings taken on the
Column 16CR2.
Column 16CR3
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columns. Detailed description of this method of data reduction may he 
found in Bulletin 64 of the Engineering Experiment Station.
Since the strain gage readings were all taken on the extreme 
outer element of the spiral the deformations thus obtained are in 
reality the maximum deformations and are not indicative of the average 
deformations which would occur at the center of the spiral. The def­
ormations vary as the radius of the column. Taking the diameter of the 
column center-to-center of spiral as 5,-75 in., and out-to-out of the 
spiral as 6.00 in., the corresponding radii are 2.875 in., and 3.00 in 
respectively. If we allow about 0.005 in., as the decrease in diameter 
due to the strain gage hole the difference between the two radii is 
0.120 in., which is 4.17$ of 2.875 in. Thatjis, the error due to the 
measurement of the deformations on the outer element of the spiral is 
a positive one giving deformations or stresses 4.17$ too large, when 
1/4 in. spiral is used. Similarly the error due to measurement of def­
ormations on the steel spiral 0.192 in. in diameter is 3.27$, and the 
error for the brass spiral which is 0.180 in. in diameter is 3.02$.
It is easily seen that the values for the lateral unit-pressures and 
the ratio k, will be in error directly as the errors computed above 
since P2 = qfs/2 and k = p2/p 1.
In using the different size gage holes a slight error occurs. The 
size generally used is that made with a No.54 drill which is 0.055 in. 
in diameter. For comparison we will use a No.58 drill which is 0.042 
in. in diameter. The change in the length of the lever arm would be 
half the difference of the diameters of the two strain gage holes di­
vided by the tangent of one half the angle of taper of the point of 
the leg. The error introduced in this way is found to be negligible, 
for the purposes of these tests.
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Calibration of the strain gage used (Berry 2-inch, No. 1880 
L. A. M.), shows it has a positive error of 5$. That is the deforma­
tions indicated by it are 5$ too large. This error, then, increases 
the error due to the measurement of deformations on the outer element 
of the spiral making a total positive error of 9.17 $ for the 0.180 in. 
spiral, 8.27$ for the 0.192 in. spiral, and 8.02$ for the 0.180 in. 
spiral, in the measurement of the spiral deformations. Since the values 
of k , are directly proportional to the values of the measured steel 
stresses or deformations, this error would occur in the values of k.
In drawing the curves for the individual columns no account was 
taken of the above errors but corrected curves were drawn for the av­
erage curves from each column group and only these corrected curves 
used in making comparison with the different groups.
Explanation of Diagrams:
Steel: The data for the determination of the stress-strain
curves of the steel wire used was taken partially by Mr. Montgomery 
in 1915 and partially by the writer in 1917. The steel that had been 
left from Mr. Montgomery's tests was in all respects similar to that 
purchased later for these tests. The average of tests of quite a num­
ber of coupons is given by the curves on Pages 79 and 80.
Careful calibration of the extensometer used (Ewing 8-inch) and check­
ing of data failed to give other than a rather low modulus of elas­
ticity for both sizes of the steel used. However, due to the fact that 
coupons from wire especially where the wire has had to be straightened 
generally give low moduli due to kinks and imperfect straightening of 
the wire, it was thought best to U3e the generally accepted value for 
the modulus of elasticity of 30 000 000 lb. per sq.in.
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The corrected curves 3hown are determined from the proportion­
alities of the moduli of elasticity derived from the two curves and 
this same proportionality was used to determine the curves beyond their 
yield points. The yield points were determined by Johnson's method.#
Bras3: The brass wire stress-strain curve given on page 81 is
the average of about fifteen tests of coupons. The same reasoning as 
given above for the steel wire concerning the indicated low modulus 
might apply to the brass but as the modulus of brass is so variable no 
corrected curve could be given. It can be seen that the brass used was
n
comparable to mild steelcas to ultimate strength.
Cylinders; Stress-3train curves for the cylinders representative 
of the different groups of concrete columns are given on pages 82 to 
84 . Comparative curves for the different mixes used are given on page 
84 . The numbers given in either case refer to the corresponding col­
umn.
Sieve Analysis Curves: Sieve analysis curves showing the make-up
of the mixtures of sand and gravel and sand and limestone used in the 
tests are given on pages 85 and 87 . When dry cement was used the 
curve changed as is shown on page 85 . Curves of the sieve analysis 
made after the material had been used in a column are given on pages 
86 and 88.
Columns: Load-deformation curves are given for the individual
gage lines for a number of columns on pages 82 to 23 in order to 
show tile variation to be expected in the different gage lines. It was 
not thought necessary to give the curves for each gage line for all 
the columns since the results which are the average of similar gage 
lines on any given column are given on pages 94 to 132.The values of 
* Johnson's Materials of Construction 4th edition p.19.
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k are also given on these pages.
The curves which represent the average values of the various 
groups are given on pages 133 to 143. Correction curves for errors in 
measurement are also given on these pages. The ordinates are the unit 
loads and on each of the pages 133 to 143 are given three average 
curves in which the abscissas are lateral unit-deformation, vertical 
unit-deformation and values of k for the three curves respectively. 
These curves were arranged and combined to show the effects of such 
variables as percent of spiral, mix, kind of spiral, kind of aggregate 
and change in the internal friction of the aggregate. These compara­
tive average curves are given on pages 144 to 164.
Curves showing the load drop-off at various unit loads and for 
different mixes and percen^peof spiral are given on pages 165to 168.
Curves from the data of individual columns together with the cor­
responding average curves of the group, showing the unit load as or­
dinates and rate of load drop-off as abscissas are given on pages 169 
to 179.The average curves from these groups are combined to show the 
effects of the variables mentioned abo^e on pages 180 to 186.
General curves from the concrete column data showing the effect 
of percent of spiral on the added unit-load for a given mix of con­
crete, and the effect of mix on the added unit-load for a given per­
cent of spiral are given on pages 180 and 190 respectively. Curves 
showing the effect of mix and percent of spiral reinforcement on the 
ultimate strength of a concrete column are given on pages 187 and 188 
respectively.
4. Explanation of Tables: Table VI, page 235, gives the sieve
analysis of the loose aggregate taken from a number of the columns 
after having been tested. Summary tables for the loose aggregate col-
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umns (Table A), and for the concrete columns (Table B), are given on 
pages 236 and 237 respectively. The value in the tables under column 
Ec in Table B, correspond to the modulus of elasticity of the column 
before the crushing strength of the concrete is reached but they 
should not be properly called a modulus of elasticity. Otherwise the 
two tables are self-explanatory.
Explanation of Drawings: A detail drawing of the special
bearing blocks used is given in Drawing 1 on page 75, These were made 
of cast iron except for the clamps which were steel. They were mach­
ined all over. The method of attaching the bearing blocks and clamping 
the spiral ends as well as the general arrangement of the loose aggre­
gate, cement sack and spiral are shown in Drawing 2 on the same page.
Drawing Mo. 3 illustrates the method of tying the spiral to­
gether and bending the end of the wire in preparing the reinforcement 
for the concrete columns.
A lay-out of the gage lines for both the loose aggregate and con­
crete columns is given in Drawing 4. In some instances gage line 1 
was put on the spiral to the right of gage line 2 instead of to the 
left. The drawing represents the developed surface of a column.
6. Explanation of Photographs: Views of loose aggregate col­
umns at various stages of loading are shown on pages 211 to 215. A 
close view on page 218 shows the fracture and necking of the spiral 
also the lateral deflection of the column. This column had but about 
steel spiral. The columns with brass spiral are shown on page 
215. The position of the spiral indicates the explosive nature of 
failure.
The crushed condition of the aggregate used in the columns,after 
testing, is shown on pages 218 to 224tfhe finer grained material is
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the limestone aggregate and the dark material of the 16CL group is the 
lubricated aggregate. On page 2l7 are shown views of samples of.aggre­
gate before and after use in a column. The first of these shows aggre­
gate which was originally of practically uniform size but became quite 
crushed during the test. The other photograph shows the mix of aggre­
gate used in most of the columns, before and after use. The view on 
page 317 shows two piles of the loose aggregate one before and the 
other after using. A slight difference in the angle of repose of the 
two piles is noticeable, indicating a change in the angle of internal 
friction of the material. This difference, however, is very small.
The views on pages 225 to 232 show the groups of columns and some 
of the individual concrete columns after testing. A close view of one 
of the concrete columns showing the shear failure and spiral fracture 
is given on page233. A general view of all the concrete columns tested 
is shown on page 225. In this view the difference in height of the lean 
and rich mixture concrete columns can be noticed.
The views on page 210 show the special form used for setting up 
the loose aggregate columns and for holding the spiral while it was 
being prepared for the concrete columns. The bearing blocks and sack 
should be noted in the first instance and the spacing wires in the 
second case.
A view of the special extensometer used in taking most of the 
longitudinal deformations is given on page 210. The instrument is made 
of aluminum and steel and reads to the nearest hundredth of an inch.
X* Analysis of Data;
a . General Remarks: Before taking up a study of the data
obtained from the tests it is well to bear in mind that the specimens 
were made under laboratory conditions which while better than the av-
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erage found are yet comparable to good practice in concz ete construc­
tion. It is only proper that more than ordinary care should be taken 
in fabrication, mixing of materials, arrangement of reinforcement, 
checking of weights of material, storage conditions, and general super­
vision of making since it very desireable to eliminate inconsistencies 
of results due to any of the above or like factors when they are not 
the variables, the effect of change of which is to be determined. All 
of the materials used were of good quality and it is especially note­
worthy that the grade of concrete obtained thruout the tests was bet­
ter than has been obtained in recent years past in the Experiment 
Station tests.
b . Cross-section of Columns: The question of what is the proper
diameter of column to use in the calculation of the unit-loads on a 
concrete column has been taken up and studied by many experimenters 
in reinforced concrete. It would seem that the proper diameter varies 
for the different stages of loading from the out-to-out diameter at 
loads below the crushing strength of the concrete in the column, to 
the inside-to-inside diameter for loads near the ultimate strength of 
the column. In the tests of columns by Messrs. Montgomery, anderson, 
and Draffin in the Engineering Experiment Station the out-to-out di­
ameter was used in the calculations for unit-loads.
In order to facilitate the comparison of the results of the 
tests herein given with those by the men mentioned above it v/as thought 
best to use this diameter in the computations for the concrete col­
umns. The writer's opinion based on actual observation of the con­
Crete columns during testing and from a study of the loose aggregate 
columns, is that the center-to-center of spiral diameter would be more 
nearly correct. However, it so happens that the matter of just which
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of the two diameters given above is used is not so important in these 
specific tests since the main question of the ratio of the lateral 
unit-pressure to the vertical unit-pressure is unaffected by the 
choice of diameter if the value decided upon is properly used in com­
putation of the values of the ratio. That is, if we take the effective 
diameter of the column as insiae-to-inside, center-to-center, or out- 
to-out of spiral for computing the unit-pressure or load on the col­
umn and consider the amount of steel spiral as a certain percent of 
the volume of the column as defined by the diameters given above and 
correctly determine, the lateral unit-pressure for the given cases, the 
values of the ratio of the lateral to vertical unit-pressures obtained 
in each case will be identical.
It would first appeal’ that for the loose aggregate columns the
proper diameter to be used would be the distance inside-to-inside of 
spiral and for early stages of loading this is properly correct. Soon 
after say a unit load of 1500 lb. per sq.in. is reached the loose 
aggregate is forced out between the spirals to such an extent that it 
is very hard to displace the spiral even with a hammer. Observation 
of the photographs of the columns also, will show that the loose 
aggregate comes out a very appreciable distance between the spirals. 
These facts would ind-icate that a better diameter to use in computing 
the unit loads would be the distance center-to-center of spiral. In 
the computations that follow, however, the inside-to-inside diameter 
was used thruout.
In some of the preliminary tests of the loose aggregate columns 
insufficient care was used in determining the diameters of the col­
umns but this was soon discovered and rectified in the later tests.
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c_. The Effects of Rate of Loading, Drop-off of Load, and the
Duration of a Given Load: There is a lag in the action of a column
made from loose aggregate that is very noticeable when higher rates
of loading are used. That is, in using one of the.higher speeds of the
testing machine in loading the column, the load desired is reached
with less movement of the head of the machine than when using the
slower speed but the rate of drop-off of the load from this given load
is much greater in the first case than in the second. Again, if load
be applied at the higher speed up to a point just below the desired
load and the loading then brought to'the desired point at a slower
speed, there ensues a period during which there is no increase of load
ugh
as indicated by the beam of the testing machine althc^ there is long­
itudinal deformation talcing place. These effects are much less notice­
able in the loading of the concrete columns than in the case of the 
loose aggregate columns and then only at the loads near the ultimate.
When the loading of a loose aggregate column is carried to a 
given point and then some time is allowed to elapse before continuing 
the loading, there is a stiffening of the column takes place which 
not only tends to increase the slope of the stress-strain curves of 
the column but also permits of higher ultimate loading. This stiffen­
ing effect can be seen in the curves of the loose aggregate columns 
where repeated loads were applied and in the curves of the concrete 
columns 16CH2, J3, and R3, pages 120, 135 and 132 respectively.
The drop-off of the unit-load on a loose aggregate column is con­
siderable especially at high loads. This fact is shown very well by 
the curves on page 165. These curves are for the drop-off at the end 
of from three to six minutes. If successive curves for each minute 
after application of load were drawn to show the drop-off of load
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they would approach coincidence as the time increased. That is, the
rate of drop-off of load is not a constant but is constantly changing 
as shown in the curves on pages 16© to 17©. /
The load drop-off for the concrete columns is shown on pages 165 
to 168, This drop-off of load is seen to vary with the mix of con­
crete and percent of steel. A smaller percent of steel appears to have 
about the same effect on the load drop-off as a leaner mix of con­
crete would have. The tangent at any point on these curves would give 
the rate of drop-off of load.
The rate of load drop-off curves are given on pages !6©to l79for 
the individual columns and average curves drawn in from observation of 
the other curves. These average curves are then combined and arranged 
so as to show the effect of kind of spiral, mix, percent of spiral, 
kind of aggregate, kind of spiral, and the change of the angle of in­
ternal friction on the rate of drop-off of load. The curves on page 
184 show that for a concrete column with brass spiral, the rate of 
load drop-off is less than that of a concrete column with the same 
amount of steel spiral up to a certain point, in this case about 5000 
lb. unit-load, after which the opposite condition obtains. The brass 
spiral permits of further disintegration of the concrete or more lat­
eral movement and due to this fact it is conceivable that the con­
crete would lose more of its cohesive properties in a concrete column 
reinforced with brass than with steel spiral especially at the higher 
loads. The concrete would then be nearer to the condition of loose 
aggregate and hence would have a higher rate of load drop-off. It 
would seem that this same reasoning would apply to concrete columns 
with less percentage of spiral but from the curves on page 182 the op­
posite is seen to be so. Perhaps the lateral deformation with the
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smaller percentage of steel is insufficient to permit of greater rate 
of load drop-off.
The curves on page 185 show that the leaner the mix of a con­
crete the higher the rate of load drop-off which is to be expected.
The percent of reinforcement is seen to affect the rate of drop-off 
in the same way, the smaller percents giving greater rates of load 
drop-off. This is shown by the curves on pages 181 and 182 and is to 
be expected. If a less dense aggregate or mix of concrete would cause 
a higher rate of load drop-off it would be resonable to suppose that, 
limestone aggregate which is less dense than the gravel aggregate used 
would cause a higher rate of drop-off of load. That this is the case 
is seen in the curves on page lBO.The curves showing the effect of a 
change in the angle of internal friction of the aggregate are not 
satisfactory. It would seem that the greater the internal friction 
the lower the rate of load drop-off. The plain gravel and graphite- 
lubricated curves appear in what would seem their logical relative 
positions but the curve for the column with dry cement is too far to 
the right of the others since one would naturally suppose it would be 
above the plain gravel. When we consider the respective percents of 
steel in the three sets of columns the plain gravel group should have
i
still lower rate of load drop-off than indicated, while the other 
groups are directly comparable and would probably be about the same.
It would seem necessary to go further into investigation of the ques­
tion before it could be satisfactorily explained.
In a general way the curves given on page 165 illustrate the ef- 
feet of time on the load drop-off, for a few minutes after the load 
is applied. Four sets of specific measurements of spiral deformations, 
longitudinal or vertical deformations,and load readings were taken so
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as to show the effect of loading for a considerable period of time. 
These observations were also taken at a point in the testing of a 
concrete column before the spiral had reached its yield point and a­
gain just before the spiral had reached its ultimate strength. The 
tests on the different columns are not entirely comparable since the 
columns were both of different mix and different percent of reinforce­
ment. The very close agreement of the results obtained in every case 
is somewhat significant, however, and deserves consideration in future 
tests. Results of the tests are here given:
Column 16CJ3.
At the beginning of the first set of measurements the total load 
was 150 000 lb. or 5560 lb. per sq.in., the total shortening in gage 
length was 0.165 in., and the stress in the spiral was 53 000 lb. per 
sq.in. After leaving the column for a period of six hours the load 
had dropped off 30.5$, the column had shortened 1.2$ and the steel 
stresses decreased 15.1$.
For the second set of measurements the load was 250 000 lb. or 
9260 lb. per sq.in. at the beginning of the test, the total shortening 
was 0.3425 in., and the spiral stress 83 000 lb. per sq.in. After 
standing ten hours the load had dropped off 29.4$, the column had 
shortened 1.08$ and the steel stress decreased 1.2$
Column I6CR3.
At the beginning of the first set of measurements the total load 
was 150 000 lb. or 5675 IB, per sq.in., the total shortening in the 
gage length was 0.105 in., and the stress in the spiral was 50 500 lb. 
per sq.in. After leaving the column with load for four and one-half 
hours the load had fallen off 29.7$, the column had shortened 2.95$ 
and the spiral unit-stress decreased 10.9$.
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For the second set of measurements the load was 180 000 lb. or 
6800 lb. per sq.in., the total shortening 0.163 in. and the spiral 
stress 71 000 lb. After standing with load for twelve and one-half 
hours the load had fallen off 32.2^ , the column shortened 2.92% and 
the spiral unit-stress decreased A.2%.
If we consider a decrease of spiral stress of 5000 lb. per sq.in. 
for the region below the elastic limit of the steel, this reduction 
would mean a decrease in diameter of column 6 in. in diameter, of 
0.033 in. or 0.55/3 of the diameter. This is an appreciable amount and 
the tests just given would leave much room for speculation as to just 
what happens within a concrete column under long time loads. It would 
seem that there was an actual decrease in the volume of the concrete 
talcing place during the continued standing under load. There is ur­
gent need for further tests of column under long-time loading as this 
and other tests have shown.
d. Effects due to the Change of Mixture of Aggregate in Loose 
Aggregate and in Concrete Columns: The effect ofmixture of aggregate
in a loose aggregate column is not so apparent as in the case of the 
concrete column. Preliminary tests were made of loose aggregate col­
umns having uniform size gravel or sand and mixtures of graded sizes 
of aggregate. In those having the gravel of uniform size there was 
sufficient crushing of the material finally to make a good mixture of 
all sizes from zero to the size of the original material. This is well 
shown by the photographs on pages 216 and 217. This crushing of the 
aggregate took place in all of the mixtures of aggregate used and 
caused a decided change in the sieve analysis curves as shown by the 
curves on pages 35 to 88, The mixture of aggregate used in the loose 
aggregate columns did not seem to affect the ultimate strength or
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action of the columns in loading to any appreciable extent. The D-mix- 
ture referred to in all the curves means the densest mixture obtaina­
ble from the materials used as determined from Puller's curve. The 
question of the effect of dry cement and flake graphite in the mixture 
of loose aggregate will be taken up and treated under (j.), "The Angle 
of Internal Friction in a Column."
The varying of the mixture of the concrete in a column has a 
very marked effect on some of the properties of the column while being 
tested. It is reasonable to suppose that a richer concrete would under­
go less longitudinal unit-deformation than would one of a leaner con­
crete. This fact is borne out by the curves on page 156.« Likewise, 
since a richer concrete has more inherent strength it would be reason­
able to expect that there would be less lateral unit-deformation for 
the same unit-load than there would be in a lean mixture of concrete, 
that is, less spiral stress. This fact is shown very well by the 
curves on page 160. These results have been found by other experimen­
ters. The effect of mixture of concrete on the values of the ratio of 
lateral unit-pressure to vertical unit-pressure will be taken up under 
a separate heading and treated more fully. In general , the mixture 
of concrete affects the value of this ratio to an appreciable extent 
at low unit-loads where the ratio is larger for the leaner mixes. The
values of the ratio may vary from about 0.15 to 0.50 for mixtures
> . . * 
from 1:1:2 to 1:5*6 by volume.
—  As has been noted before under section , "The Effects of Hate 
of Loading, Drop-off of Load, and the Duration of a Given Load," a 
leaner mix shows a higher rate of load drop-off for a given unit-load 
on the column.
The amount of the unit-load on a spiral reinforced concrete
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column is affected by the character of the concrete mix. Greater added 
unit-loads would be expected for the richer mixtures of concrete and 
less for the leaner mixtures. There is, however, a marked departure 
from this reasoning in that there is a maximum added unit-load for a 
given spiral stress, reached in going from a rich mixture to a lean 
mixture of concrete. Of the mixtures of concrete tested, the 1:1.7:3.5 
comes nearest to this maximum. That is,there is a critical mixture of 
> sand and cement which presumably possesses a density such 
that a njcimum added unit-load for a given spiral stress is obtained.
# f
This would indicate that the question od added unit-load was one of 
voids in the concrete. The fact just pointed out was also found by • 
Mr. Montgomery in his tests but his added unit-loads did not run up so 
high. The equal intervals between the curves given for the respective 
spiral stresses indicated a constant ratio between the lateral and 
vertical unit-pressures. There is a variation from this between the 
60 000 and 70 000 lb. per sq.in. stress curves because this is the 
region of the yield-point of the steel. Another discrepancy occursat 
the lowest spiral stress given since this seems to be a transition 
place in the nature of the concrete in the column. That is, the con­
crete loses some of its cohesive qualities and pa rtakes of a rather 
different nature from there on.
The richer mixtures of concrete columns have a higher ultimate 
unit-load than those of the leaner mixtures as is seen by the curve on 
page 187, The curve shows almost a straight line variation for the ef­
fect of mixture. The curve shows that for an Increase of I3.25j£ in the 
amount of cement there is a corresponding increase in the ultimate 
unit-load of 17.25^. The curve for the plain cylinders is not parallel 
to the column curve due to the fact that less strength is added to a
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rich mixture of concrete by a given amount of spiral than to a lean 
mixture of concrete. The above facts were observed by Mr. Montgomery 
in his tests.
n
The angle of internal friction i# a concrete column increases 
with the richness of the mixture. In the light of the tests on the 
loose aggregate columns with dry cement this is as would be expected. 
That is, instead of having a lubricating effect, the cement or increas> 
of the amount of cement, has the opposite effect and increases the 
angle of internal friction.
£• Effect of the Kind of Aggregate and Change in the Character 
of the Aggregate: The effect of the kind of aggregate used in con­
crete columns has been studied before and extensive tests made on con­
crete columns with different kinds of aggregate. It was thought best 
in the tests herein given to use at least two kinds of aggregate in 
making the loose aggregate columns in order to study the effect of 
change of kind of aggregate. To this end a group of loose aggregate 
columns made from limestone was tested.
It would not seem reasonable that a loose aggregate column of
limestone would give the same unit-load for a given vertical unit-
a
deformation as>would^gravel column because the limestone is considera­
bly less dense. On first glance the curves on pagel44comparlng the two 
kinds of aggregate would indicate that such was the case. However, it 
should be borne in mind that the limestone column had about \% more 
steel reinforcement than the gravel column which was probably suf­
ficient to cause the close agreement of the curves.
The kind of aggregate has marked effect on the spiral deformatior 
as is seen by the curves on page 145 .Part of the fact that the lime­
stone gave higher unit-loads for a given lateral unit-deformation is
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probably due to the excess of amount of spiral over that in the 
gravel column, since the angle of internal friction of the two mater­
ials is practically the same. Likewise, the apparent variation in the 
value of the ratio k, is probably due mostly to the difference in per­
cent of reinforcement rather than the kind of aggregate.
The columns of loose aggregate with the greater percent of spiral 
generally show the lower rate of load drop-off but from the curves 
on page 180 it is seen that in spite of the smaller percent of spiral 
the limestone columns have the greater rate of load drop-off. This is 
prQbably due to the excessive crushing that takes place in the lime­
stone aggregate even after the load has ceased to be applied.
The change in character of the aggregate has been spoken of un­
; '
der d. "Effects Due to the Change of Mixture of Aggregate in Loose 
Aggregate and in Concrete Columns." That such crushing does take 
place is shown very plainly by the photographs on pages 216jtc|224 and 
the sieve analysis curves on pages 86 and 88. Further evidence of 
this is found in the fact that the crushing is distinctly audible 
during the test. This crushing tends towards a denser column and hence 
a stiffer one. In other words the crushing would tend to increase the 
modulus of elasticity of the column and this was found to be the case 
as may be seen from the slope of the longitudinal unit-deformation 
curves for the loose aggregate columns.
f. The Effect of the Percentage of Reinforcement: The question
of the effect of the percentage of reinforcement was one of the first 
taken up by experimenters in tests of reinforced concrete columns. 
Nearly all agree that an increase in the amount of reinforcement in­
creases the ultimate strength of the column. The question of the rel­
ative merits of spiral and longitudinal forms of reinforcement will
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not be taken up in this discussion. Whenever percentage of reinforce­
ment is spoken of herein, spiral reinforcement is meant.
The longitudinal unit-deformation for a given unit-load is prac­
tically independent of the amount of spiral in the case of a loose 
aggregate column as is shown by the curves on page 147 except that 
the ultimate longitudinal unit-deformation is greater for the higher 
percentages of reinforcement.
The curves for the longitudinal unit-deformation in concrete 
. columns on page 148 agree with those for the loose aggregate columns 
except in the case of the single column 16CA1. The deformations in­
dicated by this curve seem too large for the difference in the amount
of
of spiral because the amount spiral does not affect the longitudinal; A
unit-deformation appreciably for a given load. The fact that the curve 
for the lateral unit-deformations is not in agreement with the cor­
responding curves of the other concrete, columns would further indicate 
that it was not a question of percentage of reinforcement.
The fact that the longitudinal unit-deformation is independent 
of the percentage of spiral for a given unit load is in agreement 
with results obtained by Mr. Thomas in 1914.
For a given unit-load the amount of unit-deformation or unit- 
stress in the spiral should be expected to vary inversely approximate­
ly, in proportion to the variation in the percentage of spiral. This 
relation i3 fairly well borne out by the tests as shown by the curves 
on pages 149 and 150. In the case of the curves shown for one of the 
concrete columns, (16CA1), page 115 there is more lateral unit-deforma­
tion for a given load than would be expected from observation of the 
adjacent curves. This is probably due to some factor other than the 
percentage of reinforcement, as stated above.
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Since the values of the ratio k, vary directly as the spiral 
stresses the curves should agree with those for the spiral. This is 
the case as is shown on pages 151 and 152. That is, there is an in­
crease in the value of k, for a decrease in the amount of spiral. The 
value increases fromabout O .35 to 0.45 for the gravel columns and 
from about 0.20 to 0.26 for the concrete columns with a decrease in 
the percentage of spiral of from 6.5$ to 3.2$ for the gravel and from 
5.0$ to 2.6$ for the concrete columns. Again the discrepancy in the. 
case of the single concrete column 16CA1, is to be noted. The values 
of k for this column run appreciably higher than 'would be expected 
from observation of the other curves but it will be remembered that 
this is due to the discrepancy in the spiral curve.
The curves on page 182 show that the percentage of spiral does not 
affect the rate of load drop-off for the concrete columns to any ap­
preciable extent. There is a maximum variation of about 250 lb. per 
min. in the rate between the curves but in the writer's opinion this 
difference may be due to differences in the way in which the data were 
taken and the values computed. When the data for these curves were 
taken it was not considered imperative to have more than ordinary 
care used in recording the time quantities and a variation of one min­
ute could easily enter into the calculations. This is a very apprecia­
ble amount since the time of taking the drop-off of load was from 3 tc 
10 minutes generally. The percentage of steel spiral is seen to af­
fect the rate of load drop-off in the gravel columns, from the curvee 
on page 181 This is probably due to the abscence of the cohesive qual­
ity in the loose aggregate which is found in concrete.
For the concrete columns the added unit-load due to spiral rein­
forcement does not vary directly as the amount of spiral but there
5?
is an increase in the amount of added unit-load for an increase of 
spiral. This is shown by the curve on page 188. The spiral gives about 
1800 lb. per sq.in. added unit-load for 1$ of spiral at the higher 
percentages and about 1400 lb. per sq.in. added unit-load for 1$ of 
spiral at the lower percentage. These values agree with values found 
in tests by other experimenters. The added unit-load given by the spi­
ral at various spiral unit-stresses and for the two percentages of 
spiral are given by the curves on page 189, The constant value of the 
ratio k, is indicated by the equal intervals between the curves' at a 
given percentage of steel. The points for the brass spiral show that 
about the same added unit-load is given by the brass spiral, for a 
given percentage, as by the same amount of steel spiral. This is to be 
expected from the values of the ratio k, found for the columns with 
brass and steel spiral.
The percentage of steel affects the angle of internal friction in 
a column as shown by the curves on pages 203 and 204.The effect is 
greater for the concrete columns and the angle increases with a de­
crease in the percentage. The increase in the angle is less in the 
gravel columns being about 40$ to 50$ of that in the concrete columns. 
This is treated further under j . "The Angle of Internal Friction in a 
Column."
g. Effect of the Kind of Reinforcement: One would expect the
difference, if any, in the longitudinal unit-deformation due to the
change of kind of reinforcement to be small. This is borne out by th€
♦curves shown on page 153. For the lateral or spiral unit-deformation 
one would expect that due to the much smaller modulus of elasticity 
of the brass spiral, the deformations would be less than those in 
the steel in proportion to the respective moduli of the materials.
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This is seen to be the case when the curves on page 155|are studied.
The ratio k, being a ratio of unit-pressures and not unit-defor­
mations should not vary appreciably with the kind of spiral. It is 
shown by the curves on page 157that this is the case. The angle of i n ­
ternal friction would be very nearly the same in both cases.
What has been said is applicable to the loose aggregate columns. 
For the concrete columns with brass spiral the curves show considera­
bly more longitudinal unit-deformation for a given load, than for the 
columns with steel spiral. If we consider that in order to obtain 
a given lateral unit-deformation we' must have a certain longitudinal 
unit-deformation, that the amount of longitudinal unit-deformation 
necessary to produce a given unit-stress should be more for the brass
than for the steel reinforced columns, that this longitudinal unit-
a ....deformation would be^much greater percent of the total longitudinal
deformation in the concrete columns than in the loose aggregate col­
umns, and that there is a smaller percentage of brass reinforcement
seem reasonable.
than of steel, the facts shown by the curves given on pagel54^.As in 
the loose aggregate columns, the concrete columns show lateral unit- 
deformations in proportion to the moduli of elasticity of the rein­
forcing materials used in them, for a given unit load. Also the values 
of the ratio k,from the curves page 158, to be about the same in the 
concrete columns with brass as in those with steel spiral. This is to 
be expected in view of the results of the loose aggregate tests.
The curves on page 184 show that there is a smaller rate of load 
drop-off for concrete columns reinforced with brass spiral than for 
those reinforced with steel spiral. Practically no difference in the 
rate of load drop-off for in the loose aggregate columns is shown 
by the curves on page 183. The reason for this inconsistency is not
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apparent.
The kind of spiral is seen (see curves page 189 ) to have little 
or no effect upon the added unit-load that may be put on a concrete 
column due to spiral reinforcement. This fact is as would be expected. 
The kind of spiral has little or no effect upon the angle of internal 
friction in both the concrete and loose aggregate columns. The con­
crete column curves show an increase of the angle of about one degree 
but this amount can hardly be attributed to the kind of spiral.
h. Repetitive Loading Effects: Numerous tests using repetitive
loading have been made on concrete columns and the chacteristic curve 
similar to a hystersis srarve, that occurs in the load deformation dia­
gram is more or less familiar to most experimenters in concrete. In 
tests herein given we are most concerned with the loads above the 
crushing strength of the concrete or above the yield point of the 
column.
The loop that occurs in the load-deformation curves for a con­
crete or loose aggregate column is due to the fact that in applying 
load the internal friction in the column acts against the forces tend­
ing to cause deformation and in the removing of load these same fric­
tional forces act in a directly opposite way and tend to hinder the 
recovery in deformation. There is a certain amount of compacting or 
crushing of the material in the column that causes a change in the 
volume of the material and hence a permanent set in the deformations 
when the load is entirely removed. These facts are shown in the 
curves for columns 16CD, El, and N2, for the loose aggregate columns. 
In the case of both the concrete and loose aggregate columns the curve 
for the spiral deformations have their concave side down as would be 
expected but the longitudinal deformation curves for the loose aggre-
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gate columns in general are concave side upward instead of downward 
as in the case of the concrete columns. This is explained when it is 
known that in most cases the loose aggregate column was straightened 
when the load was removed and this caused a decided shaking up of the 
aggregate making it less dense than before. There would have to be 
considerable packing of the material beforejthere could be appreciable 
load on the column which fact would account for the upward trend of 
the curve. In the particular instance of column 16CN2 the column was 
not shaken up any so the curve had its concave side down.
When load is applied to a column the internal friction tends to 
cut down the amount of lateral pressure thus giving a smaller value 
of the ratio k than when the load was being taken off. This fact ex­
plains the cusp-shaped k-curves which approach infinity as the load 
approaches zero because there is always some residual spiral stress, 
dependent upon the amount of lateral pressure the internal friction 
of the aggregate can maintain. The cohesive properties of concrete 
may alter the trend of the curve in the concrete columns but not in 
a way so that it would not follow the same law as in a loose aggre­
gate column, but in general the curves of the values of k for the lean 
concrete columns act in the same way as those of the loose aggregate 
columns with respect to repeated loads. This is shown in the curves 
for column 16CJ3.
Repeated loading would probably change the rate of load drop-off 
altho no curves to that effect are given. It would seem resonable to 
expect that since repeated loading increases the density of the mat­
erial in a column of loose aggregate that the rate of drop-off of 
load would decrease. Observation of the weighing beam of the test­
ing machine while a column was being loaded showed that this was the
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case. The same reasoning would apply to a concrete column though the 
effect would probably be less for a given number of repetitions of 
load.
i. Effect of Bending of the Column During, Loading;: No exten­
sive data were taken to show the effects of bending of a column under 
load but some observations during testing of the columns were made 
that may help to a better understanding of some of the results. Close];' 
connected with the question of bending of a column under load is that 
of eccentric loading. In a loose aggregate column there is very likely 
to be eccentric loading due to the heterogeneous character of the 
material from which the column i3 made. This same fact applies to con-. 
Crete columns as well.
When bending of a column occurs less ultimate unit-load will be 
carried because while the pitch of the spiral is decreased on the 
doncave side of the bend the decrease is far less in proportion them 
the increase of the lateral unit-pressure at the same place. This much 
increased lateral unit-pressure causes excessive spiral unit-pressure 
and eventually spiral failure at that point, while the spiral on the 
other side of the column will not have as much unit-stress in it even 
in loose aggregate columns where one would suppose that there was not 
sufficient friction of the spiral on the column material to permit 
of so much difference between unit-stresses.
Excessive lateral bending of a loose aggreagte column, say 1.5 
in. at center for the columns of these tests, was generally suffic- 
lent to cause maximum load on the column to be reached without frac­
ture of the spiral. The columns with the lower angle of internal fric­
tion,as would be expected^were more likely to show bending than those 
with a higher angle of internal friction. This is shown by reference
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to the phenomena of tests for columns of the 16CB and 16CL groups.
i* The Angle of Internal Friction In a Column: The angle of In­
ternal friction for various spiral unit-stresses was computed for two 
representative columns from each of several groups in order to show 
the change of the angle with such variables as percentage of rein­
forcement, kind of reinforcement, kind of aggregate,mixture of con­
crete, and coefficient of internal friction. These values were com­
puted using formula (h) page 6. The arrangement and combination of the 
various curves are given on pages 202 to 203.
Reference has already been made to many of the facts shown by 
the curves in previous sections of this discussion. The change in the 
angle of internal friction should be considered as a secondary effect 
of the change of some other variable in the column's make-up.
in
m e  angle of internal friction varies with the variation mixtureA
of concrete in a column, (see curves,page 20? ) being greater for the 
richer mixtures. This seems reasonable knowing that the addition of 
cement decreases the coefficient of friction as found in the tests of 
loose gravel with dry cement. The value varies from about 20 degrees 
for a 1:2.3:6 to about 35 degrees or 40 degrees for a 1:1.3:2.3 con­
crete column. These values check very well the values given by Mr. 
uontgQmery as the result of his tests in 1915* when due consideration 
of the fact that his 1:2:4 concrete was about equivalent in strength
to the 1:2.8:6 concrete used in these tests. The angle of internal■ . ' ■
friction -would appear to be a constant after the yield-point of the 
column was passed. The curves for the gravel columns would indicate 
that this was to be expected.
One would not suppose that the amount of spiral would have any 
appreciable effect on the angle of internal friction and the curves
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for the loose aggregate columns bear out this supposition. In the 
case of the concrete columns, however, a decrease in the percentage 
of spiral makes a marked increase in the angle of intermil friction. 
That is, it increases it from about 30 degrees to 35 or 40 degrees. 
This is better understood if we consider the greater lateral deforma­
tion in the columns with the smaller percentages of steel, and hence 
the greater extent of the crushing of the concrete.
A greater angle of internal friction is indicated for the lime­
stone than for the gravel columns. This might be expected when the 
angularity of the particles of material are considered. Again the na­
ture of the two materials is quite different so that different angles 
of internal friction would be expected. The angle of internal friction 
for the limestone was about 30 degrees while that for the gravel was 
about 22 degrees. These values check with those found by Mr. Mont­
gomery in his tests.
The angle of internal friction can hardly be said to be affect­
ed by the kind of spiral since the curves show a variation of about 
1 to 2 degrees. It is well to note that the increase of the angle for 
the brass over that for the steel is as would be expected, because of 
more crushing of the concrete. The curves for the gravel columns show­
ing the efect of the kind of spiral on the angle of internal friction 
indicate that there is no difference due to kind of spiral.
A change in the coefficient of internal friction would certainly 
tend to change the angle of internal friction. This is well illustratS 
ed by the curves on page 208. It should be noted that the gravel col­
umn with dry cement has a value of about 20 degrees for the angle 
whichs checks fairly closely the value of the angle as found in the 
concrete columns with a corresponding kind of spiral and aggregate.
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It is to be noted that the curves show a constant value for the angle 
in nearly every instance.
Attempt was made to determine the change in the angle of inter­
nal friction by studying the angle of repose of the material both be­
fore and after using in a column. The photograph on page 21? shows 
slight difference in the angle of repose of the two piles of aggregate 
the one on the left is after using and the one on the right is before 
using. The value of the angle of repose thus found checks very well 
the value of the angle of internal friction as computed being about 
JO degrees. No difference in the angle of repose before and after 
using could be determined with certainty. This would tend to bear 
out the indications of the curves.
*Merriman gives a rough value of 30 degrees for the angle of 
internal friction of concrete in compression, a value which agrees 
quite closely with that found in these tests.
k. The Ra.tio of Lateral Unit-pressure to Vertical Unit-pressure: 
One of the primary objects of these tests was that of the study of the 
ratio of lateral to vertical unit-pressures. Prom the nature of the 
material used in the loose aggregate columns it would seem entirely 
reasonable and correct to apply the theory of pressures in a granular- 
mass in determining the ratio of the lateral to the vertical unit- 
pressures. This is well known and is given in numerous text books on 
mechanics of materials. Different methods of developing the formula 
for the ratio of unit-pressures are used but the result generally 
given by formula (g) page 6. From this formula it is easily seen that 
if the value of the ratio k, be found to be a constant for any given 
material, mix of materials, or percentage of reinforcement, and the 
* "Mechanics of Materials" by Merriman, 10th Edition pp.380
unit-load on a column be known, it would be quite easy to compute 
the lateral unit-pressure and hence the unit-stress in the spiral.
Considere has given us an empirical formula for the strength of a 
spiral hooped column in which he considers this ratio as a constant, 
(See formula (1) page 6.), and gives as a value for it 0.208. Other 
tests have since shown for this ratio values which have ranged all the 
way from 0.18 to 0.p2. Mr. Montgomery from his tests of hooped col­
umns decided that this ratio was not a constant although it might ap­
proach a constant value, but that it varies with the percentage of 
spiral and the mixture of concrete.
Proa the curves for loose aggregate columns given on pages 64 to 
114 the values of the ratio k, are seen to vary considerably during 
unit-loads of from zero to about 2000 lb. per sq.in. After this latter 
value is reached the values of the ratio become practically constant. 
This is also true for concrete columns of we consider added unit-load 
due to spiral reinforcement. With the concrete columns, however, there 
is a sort of transition point or region just after the yield point 
of the column has been reached, in which the fcatio of the unit-pressur 
might be expected to show much variation due to the change in the na­
ture of the material within the spiral. That is, the concrete is los­
ing its former properties and tends to approach the condition of a 
granular mixture.
Closely coupled with the question of the ratio of lateral to 
vertical unit-pressures is that of the angle of internal friction anc 
the coefficient of internal friction of the material in the column. 
From the curves on page 146 it is seen that the values of k vary 
with the kinds of aggregates given. Reference to the Curves on page 
20S giving the values of the angle of internal friction for the two 
materials show that the limestone aggregate has a larger angle of
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internal friction than the gravel aggregate. Since the coefficient of 
internal friction equals the cotangent of twice the angle of internal 
friction it would be natural to suppose that the friction in the lime­
stone aggregate being more than that in the gravel, the value of the 
ratio k, would be less*
. . . ,, _  „ , 151 and 152ihe ratio of the unit-pressures irom the curves on pages/ is
seen to be about the same for increased amounts of spiral. The angle
. for*of internal friction is about the sameAgiven amounts of spiral in
both the loose aggregate and concrete columns. The conclusion would 
then be the percentage of reinforcement does not affect the ratio k ' 
appreciably. It is to be noted that the curve for column 16CE3 varies 
considerably from the average of the group but this is evidently due 
to some other cause than the percentage of spiral. A similar individ­
ual variation is noted for column 16CA1 on pagel52.The values of the 
ratio for the concrete columns while showing some difference would 
probably approach each other at higher loads.
The kind of spiral was found not to affect the angle of internal 
friction hence one would not expect the ratio k to be affected by- the 
kind of spiral. This was found to be the case as shown by the curves 
on pages 15? and 158.
The richer mixtures of concrete show larger angles of internal 
friction and hence would be expected to have smaller values of k . This 
is found to be so at the lower added unit-loads of the concrete column 
but the values tend to approach the same value at the higher added 
unit-loads. This would hardly be expected since the difference in the 
values of the angle of internal friction for the different mixtures of 
concrete remains about constant.
The increase in the angle of internal friction with the increase
6?
of the coefficient of friction is well shown by the curves on page2Q8,
• The decrease in the ratio k, with the increase in the coefficient of 
internal friction is likewise shown by the curves on page 164. The 
different curves are seen to fall in their expected places quite well. 
In connection with the curves for the ratio k for the loose aggregate 
columns with dry cement shown on page 133 the close agreement of the 
value of the ratio with that of the value for the lTan mixture of con­
crete columns shown on pagel41 should be noted.
1. _ Longitudinal Deformations of a Column:, Were it not for the
spalling of the fireproof shell on'concrete columns and the tendency 
towards lateral deflection, much greater unit-loads might be used in 
designing spiral hooped columns. It is quite true that there would be 
considerably more vertical deformation of the column with the greater 
unit-loads but for some kinds of buildings such as one or two story 
warehouses, it would seem that the greater deformation in the columns 
would not matter.
From the data of these tests we could conclude that with a col­
umn of 1:2:4 concrete and with 6 % steel spiral and using a factor of 
safety of say 3, we could allow a unit-load of 4000 lb. per sq.in. 
Under this load the longitudinal or vertical deformation of a 10-ft. 
column would be about 1/4 in. Again, using a factor of safety of 
five which would mean a permissible unit-load of about 2300 lb. per 
sq.in. we would have a vertical deformation in a 10-ft. column of 
about 1/10 in. This latter would surely seem not excessive for pur­
poses of practical design.
Although very high unit-loads 'were obtained with the gravel col­
umns, one should note the very great vertical unit-deformation in 
every one of them. For the gravel columns correspohding to the con-
X
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crete ones given above a unit-load of about 6000 lb. per sq.in. was 
obtained. This was accompanied by a unit-deformation vertically of 
about 0.13 to 0.14 in. which would mean from 15.5 to 17 in. in a 10­
ft. column. For the sake of comparison assume a factor of safety of 
5 for a gravel column. The unit-load would then be 1200 lb. per sq.in, 
Corresponding to this there would be a longitudinal unit-deformation 
of about 0.025 in. This would mean a vertical deformation of 3 in. 
in a 10-ft. column. Such a deformation would of course, make the use of 
such a column prohibitive even if the question of lateral deflection 
did not enter.
m. Formulas: The formulas for the ratio of the lateral unit:
pressure to the vertical unit-pressure as given on pages 5 and 6 are 
considered as giving the correct values for the purposes of computa­
tion of the data from these tests. The same may also be said of the 
formulas for the angle of internal friction. Formula (h), page 6, was 
used in computing the curves showing the values of the angle for the 
different variables as shown on pages 101 to 201,
Computations were made using a representative column from each 
of the groups of concrete columns having steel spiral, according to 
the formulas given on pages 5 and 6, to determine how closely the re­
sults of these tests agreed with the various theories represented by 
the formulas. In the table below the formulas will be referred to by 
their letters as given on pages 5 and 6. The entire computations are 
not given but the values used for the different variables in the for­
mulas were taken from the Summary Table B, page 237 and from the 
curves for the respective columns.
Column Formula Unknown 
Number Sought
Table Vll
Value from 
Formula 
lb. per 
sq. in.
Value from test 
lb. per 
sq. in.
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Computed
Actual
16CA4 (j) fc 8 220 12 580 65.5 %
(k) 10 080 12 000 84.0 f°
Spiral (1) y PI 333 000 344 000 93.2 %
1:1.7:3.5 (m) Pi 6 222 12 580 49.5 1°
Concrete (n) PI. 8 930 12 580 71.0 %
16CH2 <J> f 1I C 11 915 14 815 80.4 %
5% (k) 11 000 7 500 146.5 %
Spiral (U- Pi 366 000 392 500 93.5 %
1:1.3:2.3 (m) Pi 8 984 14 815 60.5 f<>
Concrete ( n ) Pi 10 595 14 815 72.7 %
16 CJ3 (J) fc 3 212 1 1 000 29.2 %
5$ (k) fs 6 650 5 100 127.5 %
Spiral ( l h Pi 263 000 297 200 38.5 €p
1:2.3:6 (m) Pi 2 550 11 000 23.2 %
Concrete (n) Pi 4 740 11 000 43.0 %
16CR1 (j) i C 9 220 7 585 121.8 %
2 . 6% (k) fs 10 400 18 000 57.6 %
Spiral (l ) v Pi 243 200 195 500 124.0 &p
1:1-.7:3.5 (m) Pi 7 003 7 585 92.3 <4*
Concrete (n) pi 7 450 7 585 93.2 rtfJ l___
From
ultimate
i
the above 
load gives
table it is seen tha 
the most consistent
,t Considere's 
results for
formula for the 
all the columns.
sro
Prof. Talbot's formula gives values nearest to the actual unit­
loads for the different columns with Considere's modified formula 
for unit-loads next.
The value of the constant C, in Prof. Talbot's formula was 
found to vary from 64 000 to 116 000, being highest for the richest 
concrete and lowest for the leanest concrete. The percentage of 
spiral did not seem to affect this constant.
Johnson’s formula for unit-stresses in the spiral gives fairly 
close results for stresses below the yield point of the column.
8. Conclusions: Within the limits of the tests herein given
the following conclusions seem justified:
1. The modulus of elasticity of a loose aggregate column 
may increase as much as 100,^  during the loading of the column. This 
is due to the change in density of the column which in turn is due 
to the crushing of the aggregate. After a unit-load of from 1500 to 
2000 lb. per sq. in. the modulus becomes practically constant, in 
most cases.
2. For both concrete and loose aggregate columns the load 
drops off at a greater rate at higher unit-loads than those at low 
unit-loads.
3. The rate of load drop-off increases directly with,but 
not in proportion to,the increase in unit-load on the column. For a 
given unit-load the rate of drop-off tends to approach zero after a 
considerable time.
4. A concrete column which is allowed to stand under load 
in a testing machine, decreases in diameter and in length, and the 
load drops off. This is true for different mixtures of concrete and 
different percentages of spiral.
5. The gradation of the mixture in a loose aggregate
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column has no appreciable effect upon its ultimate strength or upon 
its action during the loading.
6. For concrete columns of rich mixtures there is (a) 
less longitudinal unit-deformation, (b) less lateral unit-deforma­
tion, (c) a smaller ratio of the lateral to the vertical unit- 
pressures, (d) a lower rate of load drop-off, (e) a greater added 
unit-load for a given amount of spiral for mixtures not richer than 
about 1:2:4, (f) less prpportional added unit-load for a given amount 
of spiral, (g) a greater ultimate strength, and (h) a larger angle 
of internal friction than for concrete columns of leaner mixtures.
7. Limestone loose aggregate columns have less spiral 
unit-stress for a given unit-load, a greater rate of load drop-off, 
and a greater increase of density than have gravel columns.
8. An increase of the percentage of spiral in a loose 
aggregate column, (a) Increases the ultimate strength, (b) does not 
affect the longitudinal unit-deformation, (c) decreases the spiral 
unit-stress, (d) decreases the ratio of lateral to vertical unit- 
pressures, ( b ) decreases the rate of load drop-off, and (f) decreases 
the angle of internal friction.
9. An increase of the percentage of spiral in a concrete 
column (a) increases the ultimate strength, (b) does not affect the 
longitudinal unit-deformation, (c) decreases the spiral unit-stress,
(d) decreases the ratio of the lateral to the vertical unit-pressures^
(e) does not affect the load drop-off appreciably, and (f) decreases 
the angle of internal friction.
10. The kind of reinforcement whether brass or steel, in
(a)
a loose aggregate columnAdoes not affect the longitudinal unit-de­
formation, (b) affects the lateral- unit-deformations in inverse pro­
portion to the variation in moduli of elasticity of the two material^
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(c) does not affect the ratio of the lateral to the vertical unit- 
pressures, (d) does not affect the rate of load drop-off apprecia­
bly, (e) and doea not affect the angle of internal friction.
11. Concrete columns reinforced with brass spiral (a) 
have more longitudinal unit-deformation, (b) more lateral unit-de­
formation but no more spiral stress, and (c) a smaller rate of load 
drop-off than do concrete columns with steel spiral.and the angle
of Internal friction seems to be independent of whether brass spira . 
or steel spiral is used.
12. Repetitive loading of a loose aggregate column (a) 
increases its modulus of elasticity, (b) Increases its density, and 
(c) causes permanent longitudinal unit-deformation.
13. Repetitive loading of a concrete column causes per-
\
manent longitudinal deformation which probably would lead ultimately 
to failure, using loads near the ultimate strength of the column.
14. Even slight bending of a loose aggregate column 
causes a decrease in the maximum strength of the column although on 
the concave side of the bend in the column the ultimate strength of 
the spiral may be developed.
15. The ratio of the lateral to the vertical unit-press­
ures for the loose aggregate columns varies considerably up to unit­
loads of from 1500 to 2000 lb. per sq. in. but after that becomes 
practically constant.
16. The ratio of the lateral to the vertical unit-press­
ures varies with (a) the amount of spiral, (b) the richness of mix­
ture of the concrete, (c) the coefficient of internal friction, (d) 
the kind of aggregate, and (e) the angle of internal friction.
17. The longitudinal unit-deformation in a loose aggre­
gate column is about 300 times that in a corresponding concrete colum
72A
18. Prof. Talbot's and M. Condidere's formulas for the 
ultimate strength of a hooped concrete column give results in good 
agreement with those obtained from the tests.
10. The value of the constant C, in Prof. Talbot's for­
mula was found to vary from 64 000 to 116 000 in the tests.
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210
Extensometer Used for Taking Longitudinal Deformations.
Spiral Wired for 
Concrete Column.
Spiral With Sack 
for Gravel Column.
211
Column 18CC1 
Before Applying Load.
Column 16CS3 
After Testing.
Column 16CC1 
After Applying Load.
Views of Column 
16CD1
Taken at Right Angles to 
Each Other.
212
Views of Column 
16CD2
Taken at Right Angles to 
Each Other.
213
I6C £S
140Zbtrv
Vies of Column 
15CE1
Taken at Right Angles to 
Each Other.
Column 16CE2 
After Testing.
214
16CP1
Taken at Right Angles to Each 
Other.
Column 16CP1 
With Slight Load
Column 16CP3 
After Testing

217
After Using. Before Using.
Material Prom a Loose Aggregate Column.
After Using. Before Using.
Material From a Loose Aggregate Column.
218
End of Column 16CD2 
After Testing.
View of Column 16CF1 
Showing Fracture and Necking 
of Spiral.
219
End of Column 16CE1 
After Testing. 
Gravel.
220
End of Column 16CK1 
After Testing. 
Limestone.
221
End of Column 16CK2 
After Testing. 
Limestone.
L.
End of Column 16CK3 
After Testing. 
Limestone.
222
203
Snd of Column 16CP1 
After Testing. 
Gravel. Brass Spiral.
224
End of Column 16CL3 
After Testing. 
Gravel Lubricated 
Yfith Graphite.
Group 16CA After Testing.
225
General Vie® of All the Columns Tested.
226
Group 16CH After Testing. 
Note Shear Failure in 
Second from the Left.


229
230
Concrete Columns 
After Testing.
231
Concrete Columns 
After Testing. 
Brass Spiral.

Column 16CH1 Showing Shear 
Failure.
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Load
£c o f the 
Column
ft *
k
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m eet 30.0 s s o " 23.76 ./es .4d S .6 /so o o o * 6330 .3 S t/?0H>//?4 Sana/. Spiral not 6raker
le c o i Z7.3 5.52 23.05 .Z44 S S 6 .S " 80 000 * 3 3 3 S / /  OOO .4 S J,'Zi3 rft'x af^an a/sixes. Spinti not hr'Fn
I6CDZ 30.0 s s o - Z3.?G .Z4+ .SO g.2 .. Z 0 6  800 9 720 /9 OOO .4/ .. .. *•
ft* 6.8 /9 OOO .43
/e o n 30.0 s .s o Z3.7G .244 .6 7 S.4 « /40 ZOO S 9 0 0 /SSOO .4S
I6CBZ 30.0 5.S0” 23.76 .Z44 .66 S 4 » /40 OOO S  890 / S  SOO 4 S
/6C£3 Z6.6 S.33 22.35 .244 .S6 6 .S * * 189 000 3 778 /3 SOO .49
ft*. S 4 /40 /OO S  99S /4 900 4 S
I6CFI Z4.0 S.4Z Z3.06 ./9Z .S S 4.0° » /O/ OSO ° 4  390• 7 OOO :4S•
I6CFZ Z8.0 S.4Z~ Z3.0G J9 Z .70 3.Z .. 94 SOO 4 0 8 S // 7 0 0 4 0
I6CF3 Z8.0 S.4Z-23. OG ./9Z .68 3 .Z « 9 / 4 0 0 3 960 /2 SOO 40
0 * 3 .Z 9 Z 9 S O 4  023 /Z/OO .40
iGCGi
/6C6Z
-0 y -
IGCFI 30.0 S.4ZTZ3.08 •M * .S4 6.8 •• ZZO OOO 9S 3 S /9 600 .3 S l
I6CK2MF-O S.44- 2330 Z44 S S 6 .S •• Z09  900 9  000 9  /OO • .30 /Vo repet/tiue. /oaaiin<t.
/GCK3 Z8.0 S.38~ 22.70 .244 S S 6 .S 307 OOO 9/30 /7 6oo .38
ft*. 6 .6 Z/Z 300 9 Z 2 Z /0 600 .37
/ ecu 30.0 S.34 ZZ.44 .244 SG 6 .S .. /60 OOO 7 /ZO /8 OOO SO
IGCLZ 30.0 S.39 Z280 .Z44 S 6 6.4 .. /34 900 S 9 / S // ooo .67
/GCL5 Z8.0 S.38 ZZ7S .244 S 6 6 .S « /34 SOO S 3 / S /4SO0 .S 4
ft*. 6 .S /43 /30 63/7 /4SDO ~SZ
/ecu/ Z7.3 s .s z Z33S 244 .S S 6.6* 80 OOO** 3  33S° 4 S \ Same as /6CO/. Spiral not broken.
/GCt/Z 30.0 S.SO" Z3.7G ■M4_ .6 6 S 3 " /Z6 800 S  340 /7 OOO 4 S  \
ft*. S 3 726 800 S 3 4 S /7 OOo 4 S
/GCP/ Z8.0 S.SZ 26.60 ./80 € S 3 .0 Brass 8SOOO 3  /9S 2 0  0OO .40
/6cpz\30.0 s . r r Z6./S 380 .70 Z .6 9 3  400 3  S 6 S 2 0  800 .3 77GCP3\30.0 s .s r z z v s 7&o_ .70 Z .8 •> S 8  400 Z  63S /Z 900 4 0
f t * 2 8 78 930 3  /3Z /8 ooo .3 9
* L o a d in g  n o t e a rn e d  to  so/ra i fra c tu re . 
° O m itte d  it7 th e  a re ra g e ,
Uftf i n f * i  f f .
: , j
\ w f \ .fy*
0Scn> if^, ? /  J5oi__ 5— — •— - -
H o w  S S i ' ^ K ^
J-M .* -A
7j?v y^ n> 37^
4 v m
SUMMAAT TABLE B.
COACffETL COLUnnS.
Co/.
r/9
W e/abt o f A7/X *
Wafer
loryth
of
Co/.
0-0
Piarn
Co/.
6n*ss
*ZFCol.
Spiral Age /a c/o>g&of Ce/Z/nc/ers C o /u r n  n  s Co/.
ti?Cememib.
Sand
/b
6mm/
/b
Wafer
/b
S yM : Diarn. 
in.
Fitch
in.
% A/at. Co/. Cyi
6 "
Cyi
8 "
An/t/oad
6 “
l/firt/oad
8 "
Ax.
Unrt/oad E c flax, /aaci
Max. Uni) 
/ oa4
Ec E l
/GCA/ \2XS 5 / 5 98.0 /Z.S //Z.3.S /:/.7:ss Z/5 5.99 Z3./8 .244 73* 3.9$ Steel 60 60 60 4070 3 760r 3 3 /5 T 230 20J 34SS 2 4000$ 75000* /6Cfl!
/6CAZ - « 5.0/ ze.s/ « .GZ 4.99 •• 60 60 GO 5000 3 69 5 4348 346 OOO /3 055 3300 000 96 000 I6C0Z
/GCA3 « » » „ - 5.0S Z6M » .6/ 5.03 .. 60 6 / 6 / 3 /65 4390 3778 355500 /3Z20 3 333000 /OO OOO /GB03
I6CA4 *• » 5.90 Z7-34 .6Z 4.95 •• GO 6/ 6 ( 3700 4260 3980 4500 OOO 344 OOO /Z580 3 OOO OOO IOC OOO J6C44
fix. .6Z 4.99 3955 4 //2 4035 348 500 JZ950 3 Z78 OOO 9700 0 A *
/CCA/ 45.0 430 96.0 /5.0 K ///2J ///3/Z.3 7.94 5.95 Z7£/ .244 .74* 4 T f 60 60 60 5720* 5260* 5490* 30/, ZOO* /O 830 3333000 9/000* AGCA,1
/ecHZ •• .. » - - .. S.BO Z641 .. .GZ 4.98 .. 60 60 60 6780 4950 5 9 /5 39/500 /4  9/5 4 ZAOOOO /OO OOO {GCAZ
/GCA3 « - - „ 5.05 U M .6/ 5.0Z .. 60 6 / 6/ 6 3 /5 5990 6 /03 363500 I3SZO 3300 OOO732 OOO \GCA3
/6CA4 ~ •• .. •• 5.90 Z?M .63 4.86 - 59 59 59 6420 5470 5945 4500 000 374 500 /3 700 t/crt fa he ft ecM
An .62 4.95 6505 5403 5838 376300 /40/Z 3 370 000 //6  OOO Ax
/6CJ/ /s o 49.0 98.0 //.5 //3.3/657:28/6 7.// 5 0 / 263/ .Z44 .6/ 508 .. 59 59 59 /590 /479 /S34 2200000 274 OOO /OS30 /SOOOOO 53000 /6CJ1
/6CJZ .. .. - - * .. - 5.90 Z7.34 .62 4.90 6 / 6 / 6 / 2005 3070 2978 30 7 600 //2 4 S Z 300OOO 7 3 0 0 0 (6CJZ
/GCJ3 - •• » - « .. 586 27.00 •• .6 / 5.02 6 / 6 / 6 / /320 1724 /52Z 297200 7/000 /  333 OOO, 64 000 !6CJ3
A€0/4 •• * .. »• .. * 586 Z7.00 .62 5.0(7 6 / 6 / 6/ /Z6Zf n o o * /4S f zOdooot 9560* /333000* 75 OOO*!6CJ4
fix. .6 / 500 1932 209/ 2 0 // /0858 / 778  OOO 64000 fix
/€CQ/ ZS.5 5 /5 90.0 /Z.5 //Z/3.8 /7  7/3.5 755 5.98 Z8.03 580 75 220 Brass 62 60 60 4330 3760 4045 /9 2  500 6955 2500 000 60 000 f€CQl
/GCOZ .. .. - : .. 6.05Z8.75 - .74 2 2 / .. 60 60 60 45/0 4265 4389 4S00000 2 /2  900 7408 4500000 85ooo fGCQZ
/GGQ3 „ - .. •t 6.00 Z8.Z7 •• 74 2.22 .. 63 60 60 S/50 4 5 /5 4833 Z/O OOO 7435 Z3POOOO 97000 I6CQ3
A x 74 2.2/ 4663 4/80 44ZZ 205/00 733Z 3/60000 8/000 Ax
/GCA/ ZS.S5/5 98.0 /Z.5 /:z:s.8 /:/.7.‘3.51755 573 Z579 59Z 75 2.6/ Steel 60 60 60 4870 4290 4580 4500000 /95500 7505 3250000 //O  OOO /6CRt
/6CRZ .. » ~ . .. 5.77 26/3 74 2.54 .. 60 60 60 4.885 4235 4560 202500 7750 3500000 86 006 'GCA2
/GCA3 .. .. « « . 580 Z6.4Z *• 74 2.6/ •• 6 / 6 ! 6 / 3445 3370 3408 205000 7760 3333000 /osooo I6CA3
Ax. .74 259 4400 3965 4183 20/000 7698 336/000 /OO OOO f ix
+ Concrete, peor/y ra m  meat. t  O m itfea f in  th e  axeraye .
Sieve Analysis of the locsejAggregate After Use in the
Columns.
TABLE VI.
Co luran 
ITo.
IK CE 2 
16 0 2
16 CF 2 
lo OK
Percentage -passing Sieve,
-a-in. -4 in .v  ln-.uog uo AITo ,8 o .1‘t- Uo-C01 IToJDO Pan
100.0 88.2 70.9 -0.9 55.'-’ ^1.7 27-7 16.0 9.2 5*1 0
100.0 90.6 77.2 66.1 60.3 48.1 32.4 18.5 10.3 5-6 0
10C .0 88.5 7^*2 63.9 59.3 48.7 33.0 18.7 10.1 5.3 0
100.0 97.6 93.3 86.4 78.1 61.3 45.0 29.7 12.8 3C.4 0 . 
